
Author surname Author first name Title Genre Copies

Abercrombie Joe Red country Fantasy 10

Ackroyd Peter Hawksmoor Crime 10

Ackroyd Peter The Lambs of London Historical 10

Adichie Chimamanda Ngozi Americanah General 10

Adichie Chimamanda Ngozi Half a yellow sun General 10

Ahern Cecelia The time of my life General 10

Archer Jeffrey Be careful what you wish for General 10

Archer Jeffrey Best kept secret General 10

Be Careful What You Wish For' opens with Harry Clifton and his wife Emma rushing to hospital to learn the fate of their son Sebastian, who has been 

involved in a fatal car accident. But who died, Sebastian or his best friend Bruno? When Ross Buchanan is forced to resign as chairman of the 

Barrington Shipping Company, Emma Clifton wants to replace him. But Don Pedro Martinez intends to install his puppet, the egregious Major Alex 

Fisher, in order to destroy the Barrington family firm just as the company plans to build its new luxury liner, the MV Buckingham. Back in London, Harry 

and Emma's adopted daughter wins a scholarship to the Slade Academy of Art where she falls in love with a fellow student, Clive Bingham, who asks 

her to marry him. Both families are delighted until Priscilla Bingham, Jessica s future mother-in-law, has a visit from an old friend, Lady Virginia 

Fenwick. (Clifton Chronicles: book 4)

Lucy Silchester has received an appointment card. Actually, she's been invited along a few times to this appointment, but she keeps brushing the gold 

embossed envelope under the carpet. But Lucy is about to find out that this is one appointment that she can't miss. Her life is about to catch up with her 

in the most surreal of ways.

Shy South hoped to bury her bloody past and ride away smiling, but she'll have to sharpen up some bad old ways to get her family back, and she's not 

a woman to flinch from what needs doing. She sets off in pursuit with only a pair of oxen and her cowardly old stepfather Lamb for company. But it turns 

out Lamb's buried a bloody past of his own. And out of the lawless Far Country the past never stays buried.

Set in Nigeria during the 1960s, this novel contains three main characters who get swept up in the violence during these turbulent years. It is about 

Africa, about the end of colonialism, about class and race, and the ways in which love can complicate these things.

Touching and tragic, ingenious, funny and vividly alive, this is Ackroyd at the top of his form in a masterly retelling of a 19th century drama which keeps 

the reader guessing right to the end.

Nicholas Dyer, assistant to Sir Christopher Wren and the man with a commission to build seven London churches, plans to conceal a dark secret at the 

heart of each church.  250 years later, detective Nicholas Hawksmoor is investigating a series of gruesome murders.

1945. The vote in the House of Lords as to who should inherit the Barrington family fortune has ended in a tie. The Lord Chancellor's deciding vote will 

cast a long shadow on the lives of Harry Clifton and Giles Barrington. Harry returns to America to promote his latest novel, while his beloved Emma 

goes in search of the little girl who was found abandoned in her father's office on the night he was killed. When the General Election is called, Giles 

Barrington has to defend his seat in the House of Commons. (Clifton Chronicles: book 3)

From the award-winning author of 'Half of a Yellow Sun', a powerful story of love, race and identity. As teenagers in Lagos, Ifemelu and Obinze fall in 

love. Their Nigeria is under military dictatorship, and people are fleeing the country if they can. The self-assured Ifemelu departs for America. There she 

suffers defeats and triumphs, finds and loses relationships, all the while feeling the weight of something she never thought of back home: race.
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Archer Jeffrey Cometh the hour General 10

Archer Jeffrey Mightier than the sword General 10

Archer Jeffrey Only time will tell General 10

Archer Jeffrey The sins of the father General 10

Astley (ed) Neil Staying alive: real poems for unreal times NF/Poetry 10

Atkinson Kate A God in ruins General 10

Atkinson Kate Life after life General 10

Atwood Margaret The handmaid’s tale Science fiction 10

Emma Clifton, now the chairman of Barrington Shipping, is facing the repercussions of the IRA attack on the Buckingham. Some board members feel 

she should resign, but Sebastian Clifton, newly elected to the board, is determined that she'll remain chairman. Sir Giles Barrington is now a minister of 

the Crown, and looks set for even higher office, until an official trip to Berlin does not end as a diplomatic success. Once again, Giles's political career is 

thrown off balance by none other than his old adversary, Major Alex Fisher, who, for the second time, is selected to stand against him at the general 

election. (Clifton Chronicles: book 5)

The epic tale of Harry Clifton's life begins in 1920, with the chilling words, 'I was told that my father was killed in the war'. But it will be another 20 years 

before Harry discovers how his father really died, which will only lead him to question: who was his father? (Clifton Chronicles: book 1)

In Jeffrey Archer's epic novel, the Clifton family loyalties are stretched to their limits as secrets unravel, and the story moves from the backstreets of 

Bristol to the boardrooms of Manhattan. Join the great storyteller on a journey where there are no stop signs, no cul-de-sacs and no dead ends. (Clifton 

Chronicles: book 2)

What if you had the chance to live your life again and again, until you finally got it right? During a snowstorm in England in 1910, the same baby is born 

and lives to tell the tale. What if there were second chances? And third chances? In fact an infinite number of chances to live your life? Would you 

eventually be able to save the world from its own inevitable destiny? And would you even want to? 'Life After Life' follows Ursula Todd as she lives 

through the turbulent events of the last century again and again. With wit and compassion, she finds warmth even in life's bleakest moments, and 

shows an extraordinary ability to evoke the past.

‘Staying alive’ is an anthology of 500 life-affirming poems fired by belief in the human and the spiritual at a time when much in the world feels unreal, 

inhuman and hollow.  These are poems of great personal force connecting our aspirations with our humanity, helping us stay alive to the world and stay 

true to ourselves.

In this penultimate book in 'The Clifton Chronicles', Harry Clifton remains determined to get Anatoly Babakov released from a gulag in Siberia, following 

the international success of his acclaimed book, 'Uncle Joe'. Harry's wife, Emma, convinces her new friend Margaret Thatcher to raise the subject with 

the Russian president when she visits Moscow. But then something unexpected happens that none of them could have anticipated. (Clifton Chronicles: 

book 6)

Kate Atkinson's 'Life After Life' explored the possibility of infinite chances, as Ursula Todd lived through the turbulent events of the last century again 

and again. In 'A God in Ruins', Atkinson turns her focus on Ursula's beloved younger brother Teddy - would-be poet, RAF bomber pilot, husband and 

father - as he navigates the perils and progress of the 20th century. For all Teddy endures in battle, his greatest challenge will be to face living in a 

future he never expected to have.
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Atwood Margaret MaddAddam Science fiction 10

Atwood Margaret Oryx and Crake General 10

Austen Jane Emma Classic 10

Austen Jane Pride and prejudice Classic 10

Bainbridge Beryl An awfully big adventure Humour 10

Bakopoulos Dean Please don’t come back from the moon General 10

Baldacci David The camel club Thriller 10

Banks Iain The wasp factory General 10

Banks Iain M. Transition Science fiction 10

Bannister Jo Breaking faith Crime 10

The Republic of Gilead offers Offred only one function - to breed. If she deviates, she will be killed. But even an oppressive state cannot obliterate 

desire - neither Offred's nor that of the two men on which her future hangs.

Pigs might not fly, but they are strangely altered. So, for that matter, are wolves and raccoons. A man, once named Jimmy, now calls himself Snowman 

and lives in a tree, wrapped in an old bed sheet. The voice of Oryx, the woman he loved, teasingly haunts him. The green-eyed children of Crake are 

his responsibility.

Emma Woodhouse is one of Austen's most captivating and vivid characters. Beautiful, spoilt, vain and irrepressibly witty, Emma organises the lives of 

the inhabitants of her sleepy little village and plays matchmaker with devastating effect.

‘Pride and prejudice’ is one of the best loved and most intimately known of Jane Austen's novels. Her sense of comedy and satire makes this an 

enduring classic of English literature.

The man known as Oliver Stone has no official past. He spends most days as a protester camped opposite the White House. His only goal is to keep 

watch on Washington politics and expose corruption wherever he finds it. But the stakes are raised when he and his friends accidentally witness the 

murder of an intelligence analyst.

It is 1950 and the Liverpool reparatory theatre company is rehearsing its Christmas production of Peter Pan, a story of childhood innocence and loss. 

Stella has been taken on as assistant stage manager and quickly becomes obsessed with Meredith, the dissolute director. 

When Michael was sixteen his father left home. He wasn't the first to go. One by one other men in the blue-collar neighbourhood outside Detroit vanish. 

One props open the door to his shoe store and leaves a note. 'I'm going to the moon,' it reads, 'I took all the cash'.

Frank, no ordinary 16-year-old, lives with his father outside a remote Scottish village. His elder brother Eric is confined to a psychiatric hospital. When 

news comes of Eric's escape, Frank has to prepare the ground for his brother's inevitable return.

Brodie Farrell's business 'Looking for Something' prides itself on locating just about anything a client wishes. However her work is cut out for her when 

she is asked to find the ideal pad for successful 'demon rocker' Jared Fry.

A man-made plague has swept the earth, but a small group survives, along with the green-eyed Crakers, a gentle species bio-engineered to replace 

humans. But Giant Pigoons and malevolent Painballers threaten to attack.

A world that hangs suspended between triumph & catastrophe, between the dismantling of the Wall & the fall of the Twin Towers, frozen in the shadow 

of suicide terrorism & global financial collapse, such a world requires a firm hand & a guiding light. But does it need the Concern?
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Banville John The sea General 10

Barclay Linwood The accident Thriller 10

Barnes Julian Arthur and George General 10

Barnes Julian The sense of an ending General 10

Barnes Zoe Return to sender General 9

Barry Sebastian On Canaan's side General 10

Barry Sebastian The secret scripture General 10

Bauer Belinda Blacklands Thriller 10

Benson Richard The farm NF/Biography 10

Arthur and George grow up worlds and miles apart in late 19th century Britain - Arthur in shabby-genteel Edinburgh, George in the vicarage of a small 

Staffordshire village. As the new century begins, they are brought together by a sequence of events which make sensational headlines at the time as 

The Great Wyrley Outrages.

Tony Webster and his clique first met Adrian Finn at school. Sex-hungry and book-hungry, they would navigate the girl-less sixth form together, trading 

in affectations, in-jokes, rumour and wit. They all swore to stay friends for life. Now Tony is in middle age and he is finding that memory is imperfect.

The double christening of her sisters' two kids gets Holly Bennett thinking. She would seriously love to have a baby one day, but for the first time in 

ages being adopted has become a stumbling block for her. Does she want to start a family of her own when she doesn't even know who she really is or 

where she's come from?

12-year-old Steven Lamb's uncle disappeared aged 11 and is assumed to have fallen victim to the notorious serial killer Arnold Avery. But Steven's Nan 

doesn't think her son is dead. Steven wants to prove he's gone and so he writes to Avery in prison. So begins a dangerous game between a desperate 

child and a bored serial killer.

When Max Morden returns to the coastal town where he spent a holiday in his youth he is both escaping from a recent loss and confronting a distant 

trauma. 

Nearing her 100th birthday, Roseanne faces an uncertain future, as the mental hospital where she's spent the best part of her adult life prepares for 

closure. Over the weeks leading up to this upheaval, she talks often with her psychiatrist Dr Grene. This relationship intensifies as he mourns the death 

of his wife.

Narrated by Lilly Bere, 'On Canaan's Side' opens as she mourns the loss of her grandson, Bill. The story then goes back to the moment she was forced 

to flee Sligo, at the end of the First World War, and follows her life through into the new world of America, a world filled with hope and danger.

Glen Barber isn't the only person in the small town of Milford with things on his mind. The recession has been bad for his construction business, 

especially after a mysterious fire destroys one of his buildings. But everyone else in Milford seems to have problems too, as the financial pressures 

begin to pinch.
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Boyd William Any human heart General 10

Boyd William Restless Thriller 10

Boyd William Waiting for sunrise Thriller 10

Bradley James The resurrectionist Historical 10

Bronte Charlotte Jane Eyre Classic 10

Brookner Anita Undue influence General 8

Brooks Geraldine Year of wonders Historical 10

Brooks Geraldine March Historical 10

Brown Dan Inferno Thriller 10

Brown Dan The lost symbol Thriller 10

After two hundred years of farming in Yorkshire, the Benson family were forced to sell up. They found - like so many other farmers - that big business 

was wiping out a way of life they had known for generations. When Richard returned to help, he found himself caught up in memories of his childhood 

in the countryside. In this book he tells of the changing English landscape, of the people affected - and how his family adapt to a new life after being 

forced to give up their birthright.

Jane Eyre is an orphan grown up under the harsh regime first of her aunt, and then as a pupil at Lowood Institution. She leaves to become a governess 

to the daughter of the mysterious Mr Rochester; gradually their relationship deepens, but Jane's passionate nature has yet to endure its deepest blows.

This is the story of Logan Mountstuart, told through his journals. His travels take the reader from Uruguay to Oxford, Paris, the Bahamas, New York 

and Africa. This is the story of a life lived to the full - and a journey deep into a very human heart.

What happens to your life when everything you thought you knew about your mother turns out to be an elaborate lie? Ruth Gilmartin discovers the 

strange and haunting truth about her mother, Sally, during the long hot summer of 1976.

London 1826. Gabriel Swift arrives to study with Edwin Poll, the greatest of the city's anatomists. It is his chance to find advancement by making a 

name for himself. But instead he finds himself drawn to his master's nemesis, Lucan, the most powerful of the city's resurrectionists and ruler of its 

trade in stolen bodies.

To 29-year-old Claire Pitt, a self-contained single woman living in London, her mother's death is more than an ordinary bereavement: it is the beginning 

of a process of self-doubt and a failure of nerve. Left alone in the apartment that she and her mother shared, Claire gradually realizes that she craves 

‘the permanence of someone's affections’.

This is the story of a young woman's struggle to save her family and her soul during the year of 1666, when plague suddenly visits her small Derbyshire 

village and the villagers, inspired by a charismatic preacher, elect to quarantine themselves.

Set in the heart of Europe, 'Inferno' follows renowned Harvard symbologist Robert Langdon as he becomes drawn into a harrowing world centred 

around one of history's most enduring and mysterious literary masterpieces: 'Dante's Inferno'.

John March is the father of the girls from the classic novel 'Little Women'. Here we see him as abolitionist and idealistic chaplain on the front lines of a 

war that tests his faith in himself and in the Union. As he recovers from a near-fatal illness, he finds a way to reconnect with his family.

Moving from Vienna to London's West End, the battlefields of France and hotel rooms in Geneva, 'Waiting for Sunrise' is a feverish and mesmerising 

journey into the human psyche, a beautifully observed portrait of wartime Europe, a plot-twisting thriller and a literary tour de force.
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Buchan Elizabeth I can't begin to tell you War 10

Burgh Anita The broken gate Historical 9

Butcher Tim Blood river NF/Travel 10

Byrne Paula Perdita: the life of Mary Robinson NF/Biography 10

Camilleri Andrea The terracotta dog Crime 10

Capella Anthony The food of love General 10

Carey Peter Parrot and Olivier in America General 10

Cartwright Justin The promise of happiness General 10

Catton Eleanor The luminaries Historical 10

Denmark, 1940. War has come and everyone must choose a side. For British-born Kay Eberstern, living on her husband Bror's country estate, the Nazi 

invasion and occupation of her adopted country is a time of terrible uncertainty and inner conflict. With Bror desperate to preserve the legacy of his 

family home, even if it means co-existing with the enemy, Kay knows she cannot do the same. Lured by British Intelligence into a covert world of 

resistance and sabotage, her betrayal of Bror is complete as she puts her family in danger.

'The Terracotta Dog' opens with a mysterious tete-a-tete with a Mafioso, some inexplicably abandoned loot from a supermarket heist, and some dying 

words that lead Inspector Montalbano to a secret grotto in a mountain cave where two young lovers, dead 50 years, are watched over by a life-sized 

terracotta dog.

'Blood River' is a readable account of an African country now virtually inaccessible to the outside world and what is perhaps one of the most daring and 

adventurous journeys a journalist has made.

Mary ‘Perdita’ Robinson was, in her time, the darling of the London stage, mistress to the most powerful men in England, a renowned feminist thinker 

and bestselling author more famous for her poetry than Wordsworth.

It is 1866, and Walter Moody has come to make his fortune upon the New Zealand goldfields. On arrival, he stumbles across a tense gathering of 

twelve local men, who have met in secret to discuss a series of unsolved crimes. A wealthy man has vanished, a whore has tried to end her life, and an 

enormous fortune has been discovered in the home of a luckless drunk. Moody is soon drawn into the mystery: a network of fates and fortunes that is 

as complex and exquisitely patterned as the night sky.

The first in a historical trilogy set in the early 20th century, this follows the fortunes of two families, played out against a backdrop of war and social 

change. 

The Judds, formerly of London N1, now scattered, are about to be thrown together again by the eldest child Juliet's release from prison in New York. 

The family is devastated by Juliet's conviction for art theft. The nature of this theft and the reasons for it plague all the protagonists.

The Lost Symbol' is the follow-up to Dan Brown's bestselling 'The Da Vinci Code'. Once again Robert Langdon finds himself in mysterious chambers, 

tunnels, temples and Masonic secrets.

Olivier is a French aristocrat, the traumatized child of survivors of the Revolution. Parrot, the son of an itinerant printer who always wanted to be an 

artist, but has ended up a servant. Born on different sides of history, their lives will be brought together by their travels in America.

Laura Patterson is an American exchange student in Rome, who, fed up with being inexpertly groped by her young Italian beaus, decides there's only 

one sure fire way to find a sensual man: date a chef. She meets Tomasso who pretends to be a chef, however he is only a waiter.
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Cezair-Thompson Margaret The pirate’s daughter Historical 10

Chambers Kimberley Payback Thriller 10

Chevalier Tracey The lady and the unicorn Historical 10

Chevalier Tracey The last runaway Historical 10

Clancy Tom Command authority Thriller 10

Coben Harlan Found Thriller 10

Coben Harlan Live wire Thriller 10

Coe Jonathan The closed circle Humour 10

Set over the period 1490 to 1492, Tracy Chevalier's novel moves between a chateau in Lyons and the cities of Paris and Brussels. The story concerns 

a series of six Flemish tapestries known as The lady and the unicorn tapestries. 

Suzze's husband has disappeared, and she fears the rumours questioning her baby's paternity have driven him away. For Myron, questions of 

fatherhood couldn't hit closer to home. His own father is clinging precariously to life, and the brother who abandoned the family years ago has 

resurfaced - with danger following close behind.

Spanning 30 years of Jamaican history, 'The Pirate's Daughter' is a tale of passion and recklessness, of two generations of women and their battles for 

love and survival, and of a nation struggling to rise to the challenge of hard-won independence. 

When Quaker Honor Bright sails from Bristol with her sister, she is fleeing heartache for a new life in America, far from home. But tragedy leaves her 

alone and vulnerable, torn between two worlds and dependent on the kindness of strangers, and life in 1850s Ohio is precarious and unsentimental.

When the enemy is one of your own, the payback is twice as hard. The Butler brothers are the Kings of the East End, and their motto is 'what goes 

around, comes around'. In their world, family counts; so when the truth about Vinny's nephew's death comes to light, it rocks the Butlers to the core. 

One by one, Vinny's friends and family are turning against him. Then, the unimaginable happens - Vinny's little daughter Molly goes missing. She's the 

one chink of light in all their lives, and the one they'd commit murders to bring back. But is it already too late for that?

Decades ago, when he was a young CIA analyst, President Jack Ryan, Sr. was sent on what was supposed to be a simple support mission to 

investigate the death of an operative who had been looking into suspicious banking activities at a Swiss bank. Ryan's dogged tenacity uncovered not 

only financial deceit, but also the existence of a KGB assassin, code-named Zenith. He was never able to find the killer. In the present, a new 

strongman has emerged in the ever-chaotic Russian republic - the enigmatic President Valeri Volodin. His rise to power was meteoric, but shrouded in 

deception and treachery. The foundations of his personal empire are built on a bloody secret from his past, and he will eliminate anyone who comes 

close to that truth.

It's been eight months since Mickey Bolitar witnessed the tragic death of his father. Eight months of lies, dark secrets and unanswered questions. While 

he desperately wants answers, Mickey's sophomore year of high school brings on a whole new set of troubles. Spoon is in hospital, Rachel won't tell 

him where he stands, his basketball teammates hate him - and then there's Ema's surprise announcement: she has an online boyfriend and he's 

vanished. As he's searching for Ema's missing boyfriend (who may not even exist!), Mickey also gets roped into helping his nemesis, Troy Taylor, with 

a big problem. All the while, Mickey and his friends are pulled deeper into the mysteries surrounding the Abeona Shelter, risking their lives to find the 

answers - until the shocking climax, where Mickey finally comes face-to-face with the truth about his father.
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Coehlo Paulo The alchemist General 10

Cole Martina Dangerous lady Crime 10

Colfer Eoin Plugged Crime 10

Connolly John The book of lost things General 8

Connor John The playroom Crime 10

Davies Martin The conjuror’s bird Historical 10

Davies Peter Ho The Welsh girl War 10

Dearden Steve Commutes Short stories 10

Dearden Steve A couple of stops Short stories 10

Dearden Steve Intercity Short stories 10

This is an adventure story about a young shepherd boy who learns how to live his dreams. The story has been compared to the works of Richard Bach, 

and is aimed at the young and old alike.

Part of the ‘Light Transports’ series, this is a small collection of seven short stories with a Yorkshire connection by authors such as Winifred Holtby and 

Steven Hall.  The ‘Light Transports’ were originally designed to be read on the move, and the stories in this volume should last ‘a couple of stops’.

Dan works as a bouncer in a seedy club, half in love with hostess Connie. When Connie is murdered on the premises, a vengeful Dan finds himself 

embroiled in an increasingly deadly sequence of events in which his doctor friend Zeb goes mysteriously missing and a cop-killing female cop becomes 

his only ally.

Set against the backdrop of the Millenium celebrations and Britain's increasingly compromised role in America's 'war against terrorism', 'The Closed 

Circle' lifts the lid on an era in which politics and presentation, ideology and the media have become virtually indistinguishable.

This novel traces a perilous wartime romance as it explores the bonds of love and duty that hold us to family, country, and ultimately, our fellow man. 

As 12-year-old David takes refuge from his grief in the myths and fairytales so beloved of his dead mother, he finds the real world and fantasy world 

begin to blend. Bad things start to happen, and David is propelled into a land populated by heroes, wolves and monsters in his quest to find the 

legendary 'Book of Lost Things'.

Part of the ‘Light Transports’ series, this is a collection of four stories with a Yorkshire connection.  The ‘Light Transports’ were originally designed to be 

read on the move, and the stories in this volume should last ‘a commute’.

No one thinks a 17-year-old girl can take on the hard men of London's gangland, but it's a mistake to underestimate Maura Ryan - she's tough, clever 

and beautiful - which makes her one very dangerous lady.

On her 13th birthday, the daughter of a Bradford judge is kidnapped in West Yorkshire, sparking Operation Shade - a massive 50 strong detective 

investigation working against the clock to try to locate and save her.  Please note: contains scenes of child abuse, which some readers may find 

distressing.

Offered an irresistible proposition by his ex-wife, a taxidermist finds himself in a world of historical intrigue and romance, on the trail of the Mysterious 

Bird of Ulieta. Reminiscent of A. S. Byatt’s ‘Possession’, ‘The Conjuror’s Bird’ is part detective novel and part love story, with an environmental twist.
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Deaver Jeffery The kill room Thriller 10

De Bernieres Louis Captain Corelli's mandolin War 10

Diamant Anita The red tent Historical 8

Dickens Charles A tale of two cities Classic 10

Dicker Joel The truth about the Harry Quebert affair Crime 10

Doherty Paul The queen of the night Crime 10

Donnelly Jennifer A gathering light Historical 10

Donnelly Jennifer The winter rose Historical 10

Donoghue Emma Room Contemporary 10

The tenth novel in the critically acclaimed Lincoln Rhyme series. Robert Moreno, an American citizen living in South America, is shot in the Bahamas by 

a sniper. The killing was commissioned by the U.S. government, who received a tip-off that Moreno was planning a terrorist attack on a U.S. oil 

company headquarters. But this intelligence was fatally incorrect: anti-American Moreno ordered a protest at the oil company, not an attack. Lincoln 

Rhyme and Amelia Sachs are drafted in to investigate.

It's Jack's birthday and he's excited about turning five. Jack lives with his Ma in Room, which has a locked door and a skylight, and measures 11 feet by 

11 feet. He loves watching TV but he knows that nothing he sees on screen is truly real. Until the day Ma admits that there's a world outside.

Rich in drama and romance, this deftly plotted 1859 historical novel bristles with suspense and culminates in a daring prison escape in the shadow of 

the guillotine.

August 30, 1975. The day of the disappearance. The day a small New Hampshire town lost its innocence. That summer Harry Quebert fell in love with 

15-year-old Nola Kellergan. 33 years later, her body is dug up from his yard along with a manuscript copy of his career-defining novel. Quebert is the 

only suspect. Marcus Goldman - Quebert's most gifted protege - throws off his writer's block to save his mentor from the electric chair. Solving the case 

and penning a new bestseller soon blur together. As his book begins to take on a life of its own, the nation is gripped by the mystery of 'The Girl Who 

Touched the Heart of America'. But with Nola, in death as in life, nothing is ever as it seems.

A young girl in 1906 America finds that she holds clues to a sensational murder case.

Part of the ‘Light Transports’ series, this is a collection of four stories with a Yorkshire connection.  The ‘Light Transports’ were originally designed to be 

read on the move, and the stories in this volume should for the duration of a slightly longer journey, for example between two cities.

Moving from tenderness and sardonic wit to clinical horror, this epic novel encompasses cruelty, humour, love and friendship, hope and despair.

It is 1900 and the dangerous streets of East London are no place for a well-bred woman. But India Selwyn Jones is headstrong - she has trained as 

one of a new breed, a woman doctor, and is determined to practise where the need is greatest.

Using the story from Genesis as the basis for this novel, Anita Diamant combines rich story-telling with a new way of looking at the place occupied by 

women in ancient Jewish society. The central character is Dinah, daughter of Jacob. 

It is the late summer of 314 AD and Rome is shocked by a series of violent abductions. Young men and women are being kidnapped and held for 

ransom. At the same time, veteran soldiers, men who served Constantine in northern Britain are being violently murdered. Claudia, a spy, is summoned 

by the Empress Helena to investigate these occurrences.
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Donovan Anne Buddha Da General 10

Duffy Carol Ann The world’s wife NF/Poetry 10

Du Maurier Daphne Jamaica Inn Classic 10

Du Maurier Daphne Rebecca Classic 10

Dunmore Helen The betrayal Thriller 10

Dunmore Helen The siege War 10

Dunn Suzannah The May bride Historical 10

Edwardson Ake Sun and shadow Crime 10

Egan Jennifer A visit from the goon squad Humour 10

Eidson Thomas The missing Western 10

A couple entertain a stranger in their Gothenburg flat, but his choice of death metal music isn't quite what they had in mind - this particular illicit 

rendezvous will be their last. What greets Chief Inspector Erik Winter and his team when they arrive appears as a stage setting, grotesquely symbolic in 

its composition.

This novel circles the lives of Bennie Salazar, an aging former punk rocker and record executive, and Sasha, the passionate, troubled young woman he 

employs. Although Bennie and Sasha never discover each other's pasts, the reader does, in intimate detail, along with the secret lives of a host of other 

characters.

This collection of poems takes characters, stories, histories and myths which focus on men.  These are presented as a look at the women who were 

previously obscured behind the men.

Whilst German tanks surround Leningrad during September 1941, two families struggle to stay alive. As winter grips the city first the furniture is burnt, 

then the books, but some may not live to see another day.

Her mother's dying request takes Mary Yellan on a sad journey across the bleak moorland of Cornwall to reach Jamaica Inn, the home of her Aunt 

Patience. With the coachman's warning echoing in her memory, Mary arrives to find Patience a changed woman, cowering from her overbearing 

husband, Joss Merlyn.

Du Maurier's famous tale of suspense, mystery and love concerns Maxim de Winter's shy new bride and the house she is to inhabit, but that still 

reverberates to the haunting presence of his previous wife's influence.

Anne Marie's Da has always been game for a laugh. So when he first takes up meditation at the Buddhist Centre, no one takes him seriously. As he 

becomes more involved his beliefs start to come into conflict with the needs of his wife.

A gripping and moving portrait of life in post-war Soviet Russia, 'The Betrayal' shows the epic struggle of ordinary people to survive in a time of violence 

and terror.

I didn't stand a chance: looking back over thirteen years, that's what I see. In the very first instant, I was won over, and of course I was: I was fifteen and 

had been nowhere and done nothing, whereas Katherine was twenty-one and yellow-silk-clad and just married to the golden boy. Jane Seymour is a 

shy, dutiful fifteen-year-old when her eldest brother, Edward, brings his bride home to Wolf Hall. Katherine Filliol is the perfect match for Edward, as 

well as being a breath of fresh air for the Seymour family, and Jane is captivated by the older girl. Over the course of a long, hot country summer, the 

two become close friends and allies, while Edward is busy building alliances at court and advancing his career. However, only two years later, the family 

is torn apart by a dreadful allegation made by Edward against his wife.
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Eliot George The mill on the floss Classic 10

Ellory Roger Jon A quiet belief in angels Crime 10

Elton Ben Time and time again Thriller 10

Enright Anne The gathering General 10

Erskine Barbara River of destiny Thriller 10

Evanovich Janet Finger lickin’ fifteen Crime 10

Evanovich Janet Notorious nineteen Crime 10

Evanovich Janet Smokin' seventeen Crime 10

Evanovich Janet Wicked business Crime 10

Stephanie Plum is working overtime tracking felons for the bonds office at night and snooping for security expert Carlos Manosa, aka Ranger, during 

the day. Can Stephanie hunt down two killers, a traitor and five skips, keep her grandmother out of the sauce, solve Ranger's problems and not jump 

his bones?

A novel of the American West, it narrates the story of a dying man's attempts to make peace with his daughter, their struggle to rescue his 

granddaughter from renegades and slave traders, and his lifelong search for inner peace.

As Maggie Tulliver approaches maturity she enters into conflict with family and community over her desire to be more than just average. Eliot's 

exploration of Maggie's dilemma makes this novel as relevant today as it was in the 19th century. 

In 1930s Georgia, 12 year-old Joseph Vaughan hears of the brutal murder of a young girl, the first of a series of killings that will take ten lives in the 

subsequent decade. Compelled by fear and duty, Joseph and his friends establish The Guardians, a group of children determined to protect the people 

of Augusta Falls. 

An Anglo Saxon burial ground that must not be disturbed. A Victorian tragedy of forbidden love. And an ancient curse whose power grows ever 

stronger. On the banks of the River Deben lies a set of barns dating back to the Anglo Saxons, and within their walls secrets have laid buried for 

centuries.

The Gathering' is a family epic, condensed and clarified through Anne Enright's unblinking eye. It is also a sexual history: tracing the line of hurt and 

redemption through three generations - starting with the grandmother, Ada Merriman - showing how memories warp and family secrets fester. 

It's the 1st of June 1914 and Hugh Stanton, ex-soldier and celebrated adventurer is quite literally the loneliest man on earth. No one he has ever known 

or loved has been born yet. Perhaps now they never will be. Stanton knows that a great and terrible war is coming. A collective suicidal madness that 

will destroy European civilization and bring misery to millions in the century to come. He knows this because, for him, that century is already history. 

Somehow he must change that history. He must prevent the war. A war that will begin with a single bullet. But can a single bullet truly corrupt an entire 

century? And, if so, could another single bullet save it?

Where there's smoke there's fire, and no one knows this better than New Jersey bounty hunter, Stephanie Plum. Dead bodies are showing up in 

shallow graves on the empty construction lot of Vincent Plum Bail Bonds. No one is sure who the killer is, but it is clear that Stephanie's name is on the 

killer's list.

New Jersey bounty hunter Stephanie Plum is certain of three truths: people don't just vanish into thin air, never anger old people and don't do what Tiki 

tells you to do.
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Fairstein Linda Entombed Crime 10

Fallon Jane Getting rid of Matthew Humour 10

Fallon Jane The ugly sister General 10

Faulks Sebastian Birdsong War 10

Faulks Sebastian A week in December War 10

Ferris Joshua Then we came to the end Contemporary 10

Fforde Jasper The woman who died a lot Humour 10

Fletcher Susan Eve Green General 10

Flynn Katie A summer promise Saga 10

Ford G. M. Who in hell is Wanda Fuca? Crime 10

What do you do when your secret lover finally decides to leave his wife & move into your flat - just when you've been thinking that you don't want him 

anymore? Getting rid of Matthew isn't as easy as it seems, but along the way Helen forges an unlikely friendship, finds real love - & realises that nothing 

goes exactly to plan.

Abi has spent her life in the shadow of her stunningly beautiful, glamorous older sister Cleo.  Headhunted as model when she was sixteen, Cleo has 

been all but lost to Abi for the last twenty years, with only a fleeting visit or brief email to connect them. So when Abi is invited to spend the summer in 

Cleo's large London home with her sister's perfect family, she can't bring herself to say no. 

This is the story of Stephen who arrives in Amiens in 1910. His life goes through a series of traumatic experiences, from the clandestine love affair that 

tears apart the family with whom he lives, to the unprecedented experience of the war itself.

Then we came to the end' is about how we spend our days and too many of our nights. It is about being away from friends and family, about sharing a 

stretch of stained carpet with a group of strangers we call colleagues. The novel is the story of your life, the story of our times.

The BookWorld's leading enforcement officer, Thursday Next, is four months into an enforced semi-retirement following an assassination attempt. She 

returns home to Swindon for what you'd expect to be a time of recuperation. If only life were that simple.

After a lull of four years, the 'silk stocking rapist' is back at work on the Upper East side, but this time Assistant DA Alexandra Cooper and Detective 

Mike Chapman have perfect DNA evidence to work with.

Following the loss of her mother, eight-year-old Evie is sent to a new life in rural Wales. With a sense of being lied to she sets out to discover her 

family's dark secret - unaware that there is yet more darkness to come with the sinister disappearance of local girl Rosemary Hughes. 

The Yorkshire Dales, 1938: Maddy Hebditch has been living in poverty with her cantankerous grandmother since she was orphaned when she was just 

five, and it's a constant struggle to stay out of the workhouse. However, though life is hard, Maddy has her friends Alice, Marigold and Tom to help her. 

Together, the four spend their summers exploring the Dales and making plans for the future - until war breaks out. As the four go their separate ways, 

Maddy joins the ATS, where she is assigned one of the most dangerous jobs a woman could do: the Ack Ack sites. All four face dangers as the war 

worsens, but when Tom is terribly injured, Maddy's world falls apart.

From the bestselling author of 'Wicked Appetite' comes this eagerly awaited sequel, the second in the 'Diesel' series.

London, the week before Christmas, 2007. Over seven days we follow the lives of seven major characters. With daring skill, the novel pieces together 

the complex patterns and crossings of modern urban life.
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Forna Aminatta The devil that danced on the water NF/Biography 10

Forster E. M. Where angels fear to tread Classic 10

Fossum Karin Bad intentions Crime 10

Fossum Karin The caller Crime 10

Franzen Jonathan Freedom Humour 10

Frayn Michael Skios General 10

French Dawn Oh dear Silvia Humour 10

French Dawn A tiny bit marvellous Humour 10

French Nicci Beneath the skin Thriller 10

Silvia Shute lies in hospital in a coma. Family and friends gather at her bedside, each thinking they know the real Silvia. But do they? For Silvia hides a 

secret. One she can never tell. And as her visitors congregate so the truth about Silvia is slowly revealed. Again, and again and again . . .

Zoe, Jenny and Nadia are three women with nothing in common. Except for the man who wants to kill them. He sends them terrifying notes, full of 

intimate details of their lives. But they're not all as helpless as he thinks.

This poignant novel is told through the eyes of a mother and her two teenage children. Each chapter is narrated by a different voice, telling the story of 

a modern family, all living in their own separate bubbles, lurching towards meltdown.

On the Greek island of Skios, the Fred Toppler Foundation's annual lecture is to be given by the young and charming Dr Norman Wilfred, an authority 

on science. The Foundation's guests are soon eating out of his hand. Meanwhile, in a remote villa at the other end of the island is a balding old gent 

called Dr Norman Wilfred.

Aminatta Forna's memoir is more than just an autobiography. It is simultaneously a poignant and moving true tale of her family's past and also an 

impassioned account of modern West African political history. Aminatta is the youngest of three children of a father from Sierra Leone who trained in 

medicine in Aberdeen, Scotland, and a Scottish mother.

When attractive, impulsive, English widow Lilia takes a holiday in Italy, she causes a scandal by marrying Gino, a dashing and highly unsuitable Italian 

twelve years her junior. Her English relatives are forced to examine their own narrow lives.

With only a pale moon to light their way, three friends row across Dead Water Lake in the middle of the night. But only two of them return, and they 

make a pact not to call for help until the following morning. Inspector Sejer leads the investigation when the body is discovered.

One mild summer evening Lily and her husband are enjoying a meal while their baby daughter sleeps peacefully in her pram beneath a maple tree. But 

when Lily steps outside she is paralysed with terror. The child is bathed in blood. Inspector Sejer is called to the hospital to meet the family. Mercifully, 

the baby is unharmed.

A soft-hearted sleuth with a rebellious streak left over from the '60s, Leo Waterman seems to get entangled in every oddball situation. So when he's 

hired to locate Caroline Nobel, an errant mob heiress and landscape-loving activist, Leo goes with the flow and follows her into the rain-soaked 

Washington woods.

Patty and Walter Berglund were hands-on parents at the avant-garde of the whole foods generation. But now, in the new millennium, the Berglunds 

have become a mystery. Why has their teenage son moved in with a Republican family? Why is Walter working with Big Coal? And why has Patty 

become 'a very different kind of neighbour?'
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Galbraith Robert Career of evil Crime 10

Galbraith Robert The cuckoo's calling Crime 10

Gale Patrick Notes from an exhibition General 10

Galgut Damon In a strange room General 10

Gardam Jane Old Filth General 10

Gardam Jane The people on Privilege Hill and other stories Short stories 10

Garland Alex The beach Thriller 10

Gayle Mike The life and soul of the party General 10

Geras Adele Hester’s story General 10

Gerritsen Tess Die again Thriller 10

When a mysterious package is delivered to Robin Ellacott, she is horrified to discover that it contains a woman's severed leg. Her boss, private 

detective Cormoran Strike, is less surprised but no less alarmed. There are four people from his past who he thinks could be responsible - and Strike 

knows that any one of them is capable of sustained and unspeakable brutality. With the police focusing on the one suspect Strike is increasingly sure is 

not the perpetrator, he and Robin take matters into their own hands, and delve into the dark, twisted worlds of the other three men. But as more 

horrendous acts occur, time is running out for the two of them.

A young man takes three journeys, through Greece, India and Africa. To those who travel with him and those he meets on the way he is the Follower, 

the Lover and the Guardian. Yet, despite the man's best intentions, each journey ends in disaster. Together, these three journeys will change his whole 

life.

Jane Gardam is a writer at the height of her powers, well-known for her caustic wit, free-wheeling imagination, love of humanity and wicked powers of 

observation - and for the hint of the bizarre and the surreal that she brings to her fiction. This is a collection of her short stories. 

Richard is drawn into a strange conversation in a hotel. He hears of a secret island Garden of Eden hidden in the scattered islands of a Thai marine 

park. Next morning, he finds a map pinned to his door and the man who put it there has slashed his wrists. The challenge is irresistible and he sets off 

on a perilous journey in search of Shangri-La.

Set across a year of leaving dos, birthday parties and anniversary celebrations, 'The life and soul of the party' is a warm, funny and moving tale 

celebrating love, life and those special moments we've all spent in the kitchen at parties.

Fame and families, secrets and lies, Adele Geras's follow up to 'Facing the Light' explores the rich and fascinating world of a prima ballerina.

When troubled artist Rachel Kelly dies painting obsessively in her attic studio in Penzance, her saintly husband and adult children have more than the 

usual mess to clear up. She leaves behind an extraordinary and acclaimed body of work, but she also leaves a legacy of secrets and emotional 

damage it will take months to unravel. What emerges is a story of enduring love, and of a family which weathers tragedy, mental illness and the 

intolerable strain of living with genius.

Long ago, Old Filth was a Raj orphan - one of the many young children sent 'home' from the East to be fostered and educated in England. This novel 

tells his story, from his birth in what was then Malaya to the extremities of his old age. 

Written under a pseudonym by J.K. Rowling, this gripping, elegant mystery is steeped in the atmosphere of London. A war veteran wounded both 

physically and psychologically, Cormoran Strike's life is in disarray but the case he is working on gives him a lifeline, despite coming at a personal cost.
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Goddard Robert Dying to tell Thriller 10

Granger Ann A rare interest in corpses Crime 10

Green Jane The patchwork marriage General 10

Gregory Philippa The Queen's fool Historical 10

Gregory Philippa The virgin's lover Historical 10

Gregory Susanna The tarnished chalice Historical 10

Gregson Julia East of the sun Historical 10

Grenville Kate The lieutenant Historical 10

Grisham John The litigators Thriller 10

In Boston, Detective Jane Rizzoli and forensic pathologist Maura Isles investigate a bizarre murder. A man has been found gutted and hanging in his 

home. When the remains of another victim are found, it is clear that this murderer has been at work for years, and not just in Boston.

Into a Tudor court on the brink of treason comes Hannah, a young Jewish girl on the run from the Inquisition. Sworn into the service of Robert Dudley, 

he sends her as a Holy Fool to spy on Princess Mary Tudor, the forgotten heir to King Edward's throne. But Hannah finds a woman who wants the best 

for the kingdom.

Elizabeth I has ascended to the throne of England, and is surrounded by advisers who are certain that a young woman cannot form political 

judgements. Elizabeth feels she can rely on just one man, Robert Dudley. As pressure grows for Elizabeth to marry, her preference is clear, but Robert 

is already married to Amy.

Matthew Bartholomew and Brother Michael arrive in Lincoln, Michael to accept an honour from the cathedral, and Bartholomew to look for the woman 

he wants to marry. It is not long before they learn that the friary in which they are staying is not the safe haven they imagine; one guest has already 

been murdered. 

Autumn 1928. The Kaiser-i-Hind is en route to Bombay. In Cabin D38, Viva Holloway, an inexperienced chaperone, is beginning to feel as though she's 

made a mistake. Her advert in The Lady has resulted in three unsettling young charges to be escorted to India. But nothing frightens Viva as much as 

her real reasons for the voyage.

In 1788, Lieutenant Daniel Rooke is an astronomer with the First Fleet as it lands on the unknown shores of New South Wales. As the newcomers 

struggle to establish a settlement for themselves & their cargo of convicts, & attempts are made to communicate with those who already inhabit this 

land, Rooke sets up his observatory to chart the stars.  Please note: our set consists entirely of ‘uncorrected proof’ copies which may differ from the 

final published version.

Lance Bradley's old friend Rupert Alder has vanished leaving a trail of chaos behind him. Lance decides it's too risky to get involved but, finding he is 

already involved, soon realises the only way out is to get in deeper still. 

It is 1864 and Lizzie Martin takes up the post of companion to a wealthy widow who is also a slum landlord. Lizzie learns that her predecessor as 

companion disappeared, supposedly having run off with an unknown man. But when the girl's body is found in the rubble of one of the demolished 

slums, Lizzie wonders what has been going on.

When Andi married Ethan she not only got the man she loves but also a ready-made family in his two daughters, Emily and Sophia. Unable to have a 

child of her own, Andi saw this as a precious gift - her chance to be a mother. If only it were that simple.
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Gruen Sara Water for elephants General 10

Haddon Mark The curious incident of the dog in the night-time General 10

Hagen George The laments General 10

Hamilton Denise Last lullaby Thriller 10

Hannah Sophie A game for all the family Thriller 10

Hardy Thomas Far from the madding crowd Classic 10

Hardy Thomas The Mayor of Casterbridge Classic 10

Hardy Thomas Tess of the d’Urbervilles Classic 10

Harris Charlaine Dead ever after Fantasy 10

Lawyers Finlay & Figg are about to take on one of the biggest pharmaceutical companies i n the States. David Zinc gave up his lucrative career in 

Chicago's leading law firm for this: the chance to help the little guy stand up to the big corporations. But if Finlay & Figg have right on their side, why do 

his new partners feel  the need to carry guns in their briefcases?

Los Angeles Times reporter Eve Diamond has spent the day in LAX, shadowing a U.S. Customs supervisor who's got his eye on a flight from Beijing 

via Seoul & Tokyo. Suddenly, shots ring out. Three people are dead, including an elegant Asian woman in a raspberry silk suit. The man booked on the 

flight as her husband is missing.

This is the story of Bathsheba Everdene, who inherits her uncle's farm, then surprises the villagers of Weatherbury by deciding to run it herself rather 

than hire a manager.  Three men vie for the affections of this independent young woman.

On a drunken impulse, Michael Henchard, a hay-trusser by trade, sells his wife Susan and their child to a sailor. Years later, Susan returns to 

Casterbridge a widow, to seek her legal husband, who is, surprisingly, now the Mayor.

Cruelly seduced by her relative, the cynical Alec D'Urberville, betrayed by the moral Angel Clare and haunted by her guilt and shame, Tess becomes 

Hardy's indictment of all the crimes and hypocrisies of 19th-century England.

After escaping London and a career that nearly destroyed her, Justine plans to spend her days doing as little as possible in her beautiful home in 

Devon. But soon after the move, her daughter Ellen starts to withdraw when her new best friend, George, is unfairly expelled from school. Justine begs 

the head teacher to reconsider, only to be told that nobody's been expelled - there is, and was, no George. Then the anonymous calls start: a stranger, 

making threats that suggest she and Justine share a traumatic past and a guilty secret - yet Justine doesn't recognise her voice. When the caller starts 

to talk about three graves - two big and one small, to fit a child - Justine fears for her family's safety. If the police can't help, she'll have to eliminate the 

danger herself, but first she must work out who she's supposed to be.

When Howard and Julia Lament secretly adopt baby Will, a baby switched at birth in a bizarre hospital debacle, it marks the beginning of a journey that 

takes them from Rhodesia to the Middle East, Britain to the New Jersey suburbs - for no matter where they set up home, the grass always seems 

greener on the other side.

A murder mystery like no other, this novel features Christopher Boone, a 15 year-old who suffers from Asperger's syndrome. When he finds a 

neighbour's dog murdered, he sets out on a journey which will turn his whole world upside down.

When Jacob Jankowski - recently orphaned and suddenly adrift - jumps onto a passing train, he enters a world of freaks, grifters and misfits in the form 

of the Benzini Brothers Most Spectacular Show on Earth, a travelling circus struggling to survive the Great Depression.
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Harris Charlaine Dead reckoning Fantasy 10

Harris Joanne The lollipop shoes General 10

Harris Joanne Peaches for Monsieur le Cure General 10

Harris Joanne Sleep, pale sister Crime 10

Harris Robert The fear index Thriller 10

Harris Robert An officer and a spy Thriller 10

Harris Thomas Hannibal rising Thriller 10

Hart John Down river Thriller 10

Hawes Annie Ripe for the picking NF/Biography 10

A gothic tale set in 19th-century London, by the author of 'The evil seed'. A domineering and puritanical artist finds, in nine-year-old Effie, the perfect 

model he has been seeking, and she later becomes his wife. But Effie is drawn into a dangerous underworld of vice, blackmail and murder.

Dr Max Hoffman is a physicist who uses a revolutionary & highly secret system of computer algorithms to trade on the world's financial markets. 

Hoffman's hedge fund - built around the standard measure of market volatility - generates astonishing returns for his investors. Late one night, an 

intruder disturbs Hoffman & his wife.

Adam has been trying to wipe out the memory of his family's rejection. When his best friend summons him back to North Carolina, he has no choice 

but to return. Adam has just been acquitted of murder, and no-one trusts him. And when people start turning up dead, Adam is the prime suspect. He 

alone can clear his name.

Paris, January 1895. Army officer Georges Picquart witnesses a convicted spy, Captain Alfred Dreyfus, being humiliated in front of 20,000 spectators 

baying 'Death to the Jew!' The officer is promoted and put in command of shadowy intelligence unit, the Statistical Section. The spy is shipped off to a 

lifetime of solitary confinement on Devil's Island and his case seems closed forever. But gradually Picquart comes to believe there is something rotten 

at the heart of the Statistical Section.

Hannibal Lecter emerges from the nightmare of the Eastern Front, a boy in the snow, mute, with a chain around his neck. He seems utterly alone, but 

he has brought his demons with him. Hannibal's uncle, a noted painter, finds him in a Soviet orphanage and brings him to France, where he will live 

with his uncle and his uncle's wife.

When Vianne Rocher receives a letter from beyond the grave, she has no choice but to follow the wind that blows her back to Lansquenet. But 

returning to her old home, Vianne is completely unprepared for what she is to find there. Women veiled in black, the scent of spices and a minaret on 

the bank of the river.

Seeking refuge and anonymity in the cobbled streets of Montmartre, Yanne and her daughters live peacefully above their little chocolate shop. Nothing 

unusual marks them out. Then into their lives blows Zozie de l'Alba, the lady with the lollipop shoes, and everything begins to change. 

Life has taken Sookie from waitress, to part owner; from social outcast to popularity; from a vampire's girlfriend to the wife of one of the most powerful 

vampires in the state. She has survived explosions, revolutions and attempts on her life. But the question is, in the end, who will love, who will live and 

who will be dead ever after?

Sookie Stackhouse is a cocktail waitress in Bon Temps, Louisiana. Now the vampires and the shapeshifters are 'out', you'd think the supernaturals 

would get on with each other. But nothing is that simple in Bon Temps!
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Hawkins Paula The girl on the train Thriller 10

Heller Zoe Notes on a scandal General 10

Hennessey Patrick The junior officers’ reading club NF/War 10

Hesse Hermann The glass bead game Classic 10

Hickey Christine Dwyer Tatty General 10

Hill Reginald Exit lines Crime 10

Hill Susan A kind man General 10

Hodgkinson Amanda 22 Britannia Road General 10

Hoffman Alice The ice queen General 10

The title refers to an ultra-aesthetic game that is played by scholars in the kingdom of Castalia around the year 2400.  Hesse's longing to find a dynamic 

fusion of mind with nature is set forth more penetratingly in this book than in any other he wrote. Critics have seen in it a late, definitive stage in his 

thinking influenced by the tragedy of Europe in the Second World War.

With the clarity and honesty of a child, 'Tatty' tells the story of her alcoholic family in this portrait of a disintegrating family and the child lost within it.

Rachel catches the same commuter train every morning. She knows it will wait at the same signal each time, overlooking a row of back gardens. She's 

even started to feel like she knows the people who live in one of the houses. 'Jess and Jason', she calls them. Their life - as she sees it - is perfect. If 

only Rachel could be that happy. And then she sees something shocking. It's only a minute until the train moves on, but it's enough. Now everything's 

changed. Now Rachel has a chance to become a part of the lives she's only watched from afar. Now they'll see: she's much more than just the girl on 

the train.

At the end of the war, Silvana and eight-year-old Aurek board the ship that will take them from Poland to England. After living wild in the forests for 

years, carrying a terrible secret, all Silvana knows is that she and Aurek are survivors. Everything else is lost.

In this travelogue, the sequel to 'Extra virgin', local culinary superstar, Ciccio, gradually takes over as Annie Hawes' constant companion. As she 

discovers more of the bizarre and colourful local people and life, she wonders if it will all ever become run-of-the mill to her.

When Sheba arrives Barbara senses that she will be different from the rest of her staff-room colleagues. Sure enough Sheba starts an affair with a 

pupil and is caught. When all the dust settles and Sheba's life falls apart, Barbara is there for her even if she can't condone her sexual behaviour. 

Eve is on her way with a sprig of plum blossom to the abandoned church across the meadow. Tommy does not come. He has said nothing, but she 

knows that the sight of the grave and, later, of Jeannie Eliza, on the headstone is unbearable to him.

Three old men died one night - one by deliberate violence, one in a road accident and one by an unknown cause. Inspector Pascoe investigates the 

first death, but when the accident victim suggests that a drunken Superintendent Dalziel was responsible, the integrity of the police is questioned.

Written in spare and lucid prose, this title describes with alarming vividness not only the frenetic violence of a soldier's life, but the periods of stifling and 

(sometimes) comic boredom, living inside an institution in a state of flux, an Army caught between a world that needs it and a society that no longer 

understands it.
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Hollinghurst Alan The stranger's child General 10

Hornby Nick Juliet, naked General 10

Horowitz Anthony The house of silk Crime 10

Hosseini Khaled A thousand splendid suns General 10

Hosseini Khaled The kite runner General 10

Howard Audrey As the night ends War 10

Hyde Catherine Ryan Love in the present tense General 10

Iggulden Conn Conqueror Historical 10

Indridason Arnaldur Silence of the grave Crime 10

It should have been a golden age. Instead, the world's greatest nation is slowly losing ground, swallowed whole by its ancient enemy. A quiet man will 

step out of the long shadow of Ghengis Khan. Kublai Khan dreams of an empire that stretches from sea to sea, but first he must learn the art of war.

In the late summer of 1913 the aristocratic young poet Cecil Valance comes to stay at 'Two Acres', the home of his close Cambridge friend George 

Sawle. The weekend will be one of excitements and confusions for all the Sawles, but it is on George's 16-year-old sister Daphne that it will have the 

most lasting impact.

An electrifying novel about a woman struck by lightning, which brings together, as only Hoffman can, the fabulous and the real, chaos theory and the 

irrational everyday moment, in a compelling, haunting and sexy novel, with a sharp edge. 

Driven by her idealism and courage, Alex Goodwin will make any sacrifice to win votes for women. Her despairing family, unable to rescue her from 

another prison sentence, is overjoyed when Patrick O'Leary comes into her life. A hard-working young surgeon, Patrick is as idealistic as Alex and 

loves her with all his heart.

Growing up as a child surrounded by violence, Pearl was determined not to let the same fate befall her own son Leonard.  But when a man from her 

past returns, she knows that she must part with Leonard so that he does not follow her down that same dark path. 

Annie lives in a washed-up English seaside town where her partner of convenience, Duncan, immerses himself in the esoterica of an obscure 

American singer-songwriter, Tucker Crow. When Tucker releases a demo version of his album, Juliet, Duncan's and Annie's divergent reactions pull 

them apart.

It is November 1890 and London is gripped by a merciless winter. Sherlock Holmes and Dr Watson are enjoying tea by the fire when an agitated 

gentleman arrives unannounced at 221B Baker Street. He begs Holmes for help, telling the unnerving story of a scar-faced man with piercing eyes who 

has stalked him in recent weeks.

Set in Afghanistan, the streets of Kabul loud with the sound of gunfire and bombs, this novel shows a desperate struggle against starvation, brutality 

and fear, and women's endurance tested beyond their worst imaginings. 'A thousand splendid suns' is an unforgettable portrait of a wounded country 

and a deeply moving story of family and friendship. It is a beautiful, heart-wrenching story of an unforgiving time, an unlikely bond and an indestructable 

love.

Winter, 1975: Afghanistan, a country on the verge of an internal coup.  12 year old Amir is deperate to win the approval of his father, one of the richest 

merchants in Kabul.  He's failed to do so through academia or brawn, but the one area they connect is the annual kite fighting tournament.
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Irving John In one person General 10

Isherwood Christopher Mr Norris changes trains General 10

Ishiguro Kazuo The buried giant Historical 10

Ishiguro Kazuo Never let me go General 10

Ishiguro Kazuo The remains of the day General 10

Ivey Eowyn The snow child General 10

Jackson Joshilyn Gods in Alabama General 10

Jacobs Harriet Incidents in the life of a slave girl NF/Biography 10

Jacobson Howard The Finkler question Humour 10

Jacq Christian Manhunt Crime 10

A tale of desire, secrecy and sexual identity, 'In One Person' is a story of unfulfilled love - tormented, funny, and affecting - and an impassioned 

embrace of our sexual differences.

The Buried Giant' begins as a couple set off across a troubled land of mist and rain in the hope of finding a son they have not seen in years. Sometimes 

savage, often intensely moving, Kazuo Ishiguro's first novel in a decade is about lost memories, love, revenge and war.

This book portrays a series of encounters in Berlin in the early thirties between the narrator, William Bradshaw, and Mr.Norris.

Kathy, Ruth and Tommy were pupils at Hailsham - an idyllic establishment situated deep in the English countryside. The children there were tenderly 

sheltered from the outside world, brought up to believe they were special, and that their personal welfare was crucial. But for what reason were they 

really there?

This novel concerns itself with a butler's attempts to "break out of the house, out of himself, and out of his physical and psychical routine." The many 

journeys that the butler "undertakes" are in fact subsidiary to the ultimate journey of "self discovery" that will hopefully allow him to overcome his sexual 

and political repression.

Ten years after leaving her hometown to start college, Lena's high school archenemy turns up, looking for the golden-haired football god who 

disappeared during their senior year. To make things worse, her African American boyfriend is threatening to leave her unless she introduces him to 

her family.

Building work in the expanding city of Reykjavik uncovers a shallow grave. Years before, this part of the city was all open hills, and detective Erlendur 

and his team hope this is a missing person scenario. Perhaps someone who was lost in the snow, decades ago. But the case is not that simple.

Jack and Mabel hope that a fresh start in 'Alaska, our newest homeland' will enable them to put the strain of their childless marriage behind them. 

When the first snow falls, they see a child running through the spruce trees. Gradually this child - an elusive, untameable little girl who hunts with a fox - 

comes into their lives.

A book-length narrative by an ex-slave that reveals the unique brutalities inflicted on enslaved African women in the South.

Former BBC radio producer Julian Treslove and Sam Finkler, a popular Jewish philosopher, are old school friends who have never lost touch with each 

other - or with their former teacher, Libor Sevick. Now, both Libor and Finkler are recently widowed. When the three dine at Libor's apartment, it's a 

bittersweet evening of reminiscence.
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James E. L. Fifty shades of Grey General 10

James P. D. Death comes to Pemberley Crime 10

James Peter Not dead yet Crime 10

Jensen Liz The rapture General 10

John Brian On Angel Mountain Historical 10

Jones Griff Rhys Semi-detached NF/Biography 10

Jones Sadie The outcast General 10

Jordan Toni Addition Humour 10

Joyce Rachel The love song of Miss Queenie Hennessey General 10

For LA producer Larry Brooker, this is the movie that could bring the fortune that has so long eluded him. For rock superstar, Gaia, desperate to be 

taken seriously as an actor, this is the role that could get her an Oscar nomination.

P.D. James masterfully recreates the world of 'Pride and Prejudice', and combines it with the excitement and suspense of a brilliantly-crafted detective 

story.

Semi-detached Griff relives freezing bus journeys to school and the impulsive stealing of that half-a-crown from Charlie Hume's moneybox.  From birth 

to the BBC, this is a story of a confident middle child.

It is 1957, and Lewis Aldridge is travelling back to his home in the South of England. He is straight out of jail and 19 years old. His return will trigger the 

implosion not just of his family, but of a whole community.

In a merciless summer of biblical heat and destructive winds, Gabrielle Fox's main concern is a personal one: to rebuild her career as a psychologist 

after a shattering car accident. But when she is assigned Bethany Krall, one of the most dangerous teenagers in the country, she begins to fear she has 

made a terrible mistake.

Set largely in Seattle, this is the first instalment in a trilogy that traces the deepening relationship between a college graduate, Anastasia Steele, and a 

young business magnate, Christian Grey.  Please note: some of this book is sexually explicit.

Grace Lisa Vandenburg orders her world with numbers: how many bananas she buys, how many steps she takes to the café.  But Grace's life is about 

to change on a day when all the tables at her regular café are full, and a stranger, Seamus Joseph O'Reilly (19 letters in his name, just like Grace's), 

invites her to sit with him. 

Egypt, 528 BC. Kel, a young scribe recently hired by the prestigious Guild of Interpreter, arrives at work one morning to find the entire staff slaughtered. 

He flees in panic, taking with him the mysterious coded papyrus his colleagues had been deciphering. Thus he becomes prime suspect at the centre of 

an intrigue of State. Alone, pursued both by the conspirators who have framed him and the Egyptian police, Kel realizes that if he is to prove his 

innocence, he must uncover the secrets of the papyrus. But can he survive long enough to crack the code?

In 'On Angel Mountain', a long lost diary reveals scandalous secrets of love and betrayal.
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Joyce Rachel The unlikely pilgrimage of Harold Fry General 10

Kennedy A. L. The blue book General 10

Kerouac Jack On the road Classic 10

Kerr Philip A man without breath Thriller 10

Khoury Raymond The last templar Thriller 10

Kidd Sue Monk The secret life of bees General 10

King Stephen Carrie Horror 10

Kinsella Sophie The secret dreamworld of a shopaholic Humour 10

When Queenie Hennessy discovers that Harold Fry is walking the length of England to save her, and all she has to do is wait, she is shocked. Her note 

to him had explained she was dying from cancer. How can she wait? A new volunteer at the hospice suggests that Queenie should write again; only 

this time she must tell Harold the truth. Composing this new message, the volunteer promises, will ensure Queenie hangs on. It will also atone for the 

secrets of the past. As the volunteer points out, 'It isn't Harold who is saving you. It is you, saving Harold Fry.' This is that letter. A letter that was never 

sent. Told in simple, emotionally-honest prose, with a mischievous bite, this is a novel about the journey we all must take to learn who we are; it is about 

loving and letting go.

Winter, 1943. Bernie Gunther has left the Criminal Police and is working for the German War Crimes Bureau based in Berlin. Reports have been 

circulating of a mass grave hidden in a wood near Smolensk. The grave's whereabouts are uncertain until, deep in the Katyn Forest, a wolf digs up 

some human remains. Rumour has it that the grave is full of Polish officers murdered by the Russians - a war crime that is perfect propaganda for 

Germany. But it needs a detective of subtle skill to investigate this horrific discovery. Cue Bernie G

When four masked horsemen disappear into the nightscape of Manhattan, they take with them some priceless artefacts from the Metropolitan Museum 

of Art. It is now down to the FBI's Sean Riley and senior priest De Angelo to piece together the clues that will lead to those responsible for this daring 

raid.

Carrie White, menaced by bullies at school and her religious nut of a mother at home, gradually discovers that she has telekinetic powers, powers that 

will eventually be turned on her tormentors. King has a way of getting under the skin of his readers by creating an utterly believable world that throbs 

with menace before finally exploding. 

On the Road swings to the rhythms of 1950s underground America, jazz, sex, generosity, chill dawns and drugs, with Sal Paradise and his hero Dean 

Moriarty, traveller and mystic, the living epitome of Beat.

Elizabeth Barber is crossing the Atlantic by liner with her perfectly adequate boyfriend, Derek, who might be planning to propose. In fleeing the UK 

temporarily, Elizabeth may also be in flight from her past and the charismatic Arthur, once her partner. But as the voyage progresses, Elizabeth's past is 

slowly revealed.

When Harold Fry nips out one morning to post a letter, leaving his wife hoovering upstairs, he has no idea that he is about to walk from one end of the 

country to the other. He has no hiking boots or map, let alone a compass, waterproof or mobile phone. All he knows is that he must keep walking. To 

save someone else's life.

Lily has grown up believing she accidentally killed her mother when she was four years old. Now 14, she yearns for forgiveness and a mother's love. 

When her only friend, a black servant, is beaten, the two become fugitives from justice, and end up following a trail left by Lily's mother. 
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Koontz Dean Odd apocalypse Horror 10

Koontz Dean Your heart belongs to me Thriller 10

Kostova Elizabeth The historian Thriller 10

Krauss Nicole The history of love General 10

Lagercrantz David The girl in the spider's web Thriller 10

Lake Nick In darkness Thriller 10

Lanchester John Capital Thriller 10

Lansens Lori The girls General 10

Lawrence D. H. Sons and lovers Classic 10

Lawson Mary The other side of the bridge General 10

Leather Stephen True colours Thriller 10

Odd Thomas has seen danger and he has seen death. He lives between two worlds, communicating with the lingering dead. He stands between us 

and our darkest fears, never failing the tests that confront him, whatever the cost. He finds refuge in a crumbling mansion, a place of terrible secrets, 

haunted by lingering spirits.

Arthur and Jake are the sons of a local farmer in the mid-1930s. Arthur is reticent, solid, dutiful, and is set to inherit the farm and his father's character. 

Jake is younger, attractive, mercurial and dangerous to know. A young woman comes into the community and tips the fragile balance of sibling rivalry 

over the edge.

In darkness I count my blessings like Manman taught me. One: I am alive. Two: there is no two. In the aftermath of the Haitian earthquake, a boy is 

trapped beneath the rubble of a ruined hospital, thirsty, terrified and alone.  As Shorty fights for life, his struggle becomes part of a two-hundred-year-

old story.

34-year-old Ryan Perry owes his life to a heart transplant - but confronts an imminent and far darker death.

Based on the legend of Vlad the Impaler, this is the story of a young girl who discovers an ancient and disturbing book in her father's library, one which 

will lead to terrible loss and tragedy, as well as uncovering Dracula's resting place.

Becky is a shopaholic who has lost the ability to say no. She tries making more money, she even tries cutting back, but neither seems to work. Now 

with her cards stopped and no credit she has to escape from this dream world, but how?

A young girl, hoping to find a cure for her mother's loneliness, stumbles across a book that changed her mother's life and she goes in search of the 

author. Soon these and other worlds collide in 'The History of Love', a captivating story of the power of love, of loneliness and of survival.

The girls, Rose and Ruby Darlen, were born joined at the head in a rural farming community in 1974. Abandoned by their frightened teenage mother, 

they are adopted by the eccentric nurse who attended their birth, and her husband, a gentle immigrant butcher. 

D.H. Lawrence's first major novel was also one of the first in the English language to explore ordinary working-class life from the inside.

Pepys Road is an ordinary street in the Capital. Today, through each letterbox along this ordinary street drops a card with a simple message - 'We want 

what you have'. 'Capital' is a post-crash, state of the nation novel told with compassion and humour.

The girl with the dragon tattoo is back: Lisbeth Salander and Mikael Blomkvist return in a continuation of Stieg Larsson's 'Millennium' series.
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Le Carre John A most wanted man Thriller 10

Lee Harper Go set a watchman General 10

Lee Harper To kill a mockingbird Classic 10

Leimbach Marti Daniel isn’t talking General 10

Leon Donna Doctored evidence Crime 10

Levy Andrea The long song Historical 10

Lewycka Marina A short history of tractors in Ukrainian Contemporary 10

Lodge David Nice work Humour 10

Lovric Michelle The book of human skin Historical 10

Lupton Rosamund The quality of silence Thriller 10

'Shoot all the bluejays you want, if you can hit 'em, but remember it's a sin to kill a mockingbird'. This is a lawyer's advice to his children as he defends 

the real mockingbird of the story - a black man charged with raping a white girl in the 30s.

When Vic Wilcox meets Dr Robyn Penrose, sparks fly as their lifestyles and ideologies collide head on. But in time both parties make some surprising 

discoveries about each other's worlds - and about themselves. 

A half-starved young Russian man is smuggled into Hamburg at night.  He has cash secreted in a purse round his neck.  He is a devout Muslim.  Or is 

he?  He says his name is Issa.  Annabel, a young German civil rights lawyer, determines to save Issa from deportation.  Soon her client's survival 

becomes more important to her than her own career.

A powerful novel exploring the effects of autism on a young family from Marti Leimbach, author of the international best-seller 'Dying young', who has 

experienced and dealt with the condition within her immediate family.

When the body of a wealthy elderly woman is found, brutally murdered in her Venetian flat, Commissario Brunetti decides - unofficially - to take the 

case on himself.

For years, Nadezhda and Vera have had as little as possible to do with each other. But now they find they'd better learn how to get along, because 

since their mother's death their ageing father has been sliding into his second childhood, and an alarming new woman has just entered his life.

Set in Jamaica during the last turbulent years of slavery and the early years of freedom that followed, this novel follows the life of July, a slave girl, who 

lives upon a sugar plantation named Amity.

Scout (Jean Louise Finch) has returned to Maycomb from New York to visit her father Atticus. She is forced to grapple with issues both personal and 

political as she tries to understand both her father's attitude toward society and her own feelings about the place where she was born and spent her 

childhood.

12-year-old Minguillo, who has already contrived to lose one sibling, is listening to the birth-cries of his new sister Marcella, a threat to his inheritance. 

Minguillo's jealousy will condemn his sister to a series of fates as a cripple, a madwoman and a nun. But Marcella is not quite the soft target Minguillo 

imagines.

When a set of Russian oligarchs are assassinated in London, the Russian expat community become anxious. One man appeals to the British 

government for protection and MI5 assigns Spider Shepherd to the case. But he soon discovers that the killings aren't political - they're personal, and 

the assassin is much nearer than anyone could conceive.
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Lynch Jim The highest tide General 10

McCarthy Tom C General 10

McDermid Val Northanger Abbey Romance 10

McEwan Ian Atonement War 10

McEwan Ian On Chesil Beach General 10

McEwan Ian Saturday General 10

McEwan Ian Sweet tooth General 10

McMahon Katharine The rose of Sebastopol Historical 10

Mantel Hilary Bring up the bodies Historical 10

C' follows the short, intense life of Serge Carrefax, a man who, as his name suggests, surges into the electric modernity of the early 20th century, 

transfixed by the technologies that will obliterate him.

'Saturday' is a novel set within a single day in February 2003. Henry Perowne is a contented man, but what troubles him is the state of the world. 

Following a minor car accident, Perowne is brought into contact with a small-time thug called Miller. This meeting has savage consequences.

In 1855, Rosa Barr, a young Englishwoman, travels to the Crimea determined to work as a nurse. She never returns. Three people have been 

intimately connected with her: her cousin, a soldier and adventurer; a doctor, traumatised by the war and harbouring a secret passion; and her cousin 

Mariella, who is left to discover the truth. 

Serena Frome, the beautiful daughter of an Anglican bishop, has a brief affair with an older man during her final year at Cambridge, and finds herself 

being groomed for the intelligence services.

The sequel to 'Wolf Hall', 'Bring up the Bodies' explores one of the most mystifying and frightening episodes in English history: the destruction of Anne 

Boleyn.

Having become an instant local celebrity when he discovered a giant squid on the beach, 13 year-old Miles O'Malley now has to deal with some life-

changing events which will accompany his coming-of-age.

Atonement is the novel for which Ian McEwan will always be remembered. Enthralling in its depiction of childhood, love and war, class and England, at 

its centre is a profound and profoundly moving exploration of shame and forgiveness.

It is July 1962. In a hotel on the Dorset coast, overlooking Chesil Beach, Edward and Florence, who got married that morning, are sitting down to dinner 

in their room. Neither is entirely able to suppress their anxieties about the wedding night to come. 

Seventeen-year-old Catherine 'Cat' Morland has led a sheltered existence in rural Dorset, a life entirely bereft of the romance and excitement for which 

she yearns. So when Cat's wealthy neighbours, the Allens, invite her to the Edinburgh Festival, she is sure adventure beckons. Edinburgh initially offers 

no such thrills: Susie Allen is obsessed by shopping, Andrew Allen by the Fringe. A Highland Dance class, though, brings Cat a new acquaintance: 

Henry Tilney, a pale, dark-eyed gentleman whose family home, Northanger Abbey, sounds perfectly thrilling. And an introduction to Bella Thorpe, who 

shares her passion for supernatural novels, provides Cat with a like-minded friend.

On 24th November Yasmin and her deaf daughter Ruby arrived in Alaska. Within hours they were driving alone across a frozen wilderness where 

nothing grows, where no one lives, where tears freeze and night will last for another 54 days. They are looking for Ruby's father. Travelling deeper into 

a silent land. They still cannot find him. And someone is watching them in the dark.
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Mantel Hilary Wolf Hall Historical 10

Martel Yann Life of Pi Historical 10

Maugham W. Somerset The moon and sixpence Classic 10

Mawer Simon The girl who fell from the sky Thriller 10

May Peter Lewis man Crime 10

Meek James The people’s act of love Historical 10

Miller Candi Salt and honey General 10

Miller Rebecca The private lives of Pippa Lee General 10

Min Anchee Empress Orchid Historical 10

Mitchell David Black Swan Green Contemporary 10

Montefiore Santa Meet me under the ombu tree General 9

Pi lives in Pondicherry, India, where his father owns the city's zoo. The family decides to emigrate to Canada, but tragedy strikes at sea. In the lifeboat 

are five survivors: Pi, a hyena, a zebra, a female orang-utan & a 450-pound Royal Bengal tiger.

Koba is taken away from her Kalahari desert-tribe after seeing her parents being murdered by a party of white hunters. She slowly learns to adapt and 

survive in a dangerous but beautiful environment. However, she is plagued by the knowledge that unless she leaves those who have grown to love her, 

she faces exile from her own people.

At 50, Pippa Lee seems just fine.  The devoted wife of a man 30 years her senior, the mother of successful twins, and an adored friend and neighbour, 

she seems to glow with feminine serenity.  But when her husband decides they should move into a retirement home, Pippa finds her persona 

unravelling in alarming ways.

In the final days of the Chinese empire, Orchid, a beautiful 17-year-old from an aristocratic but impoverished family, is pushed into the maelstrom of 

politics when she is chosen to be a lower-ranking concubine of the emperor.

Jason Taylor is 13, doomed to be growing up in the most boring family in the deadest village in the dullest county in the most tedious nation on earth. 

This book follows 13 months in his life as he negotiates the pitfalls of school and home and contends with bullies, girls and politics.

Charles Strickland, a conventional stockbroker, abandons his wife and children for Paris and Tahiti to live his life as a painter. Whilst his betrayal of 

family, duty and honour gives him the freedom to achieve greatness, his decision leads to an obsession, which carries severe implications.

Siberia, 1919. In the outer reaches of a country recently torn apart by civil war live a small Christian sect and, stationed nearby, a regiment of Czech 

soldiers. Into this isolated community trudges Samarin, an escapee from Russia's northernmost prison.

England, the 1520s. Henry VIII is on the throne, but has no heir. Cardinal Wolsey is his chief advisor, charged with securing the divorce the pope 

refuses to grant. Into this atmosphere of distrust and need comes Thomas Cromwell, first as Wolsey's clerk, and later his successor.

Marian Sutro is an outsider: the daughter of a diplomat, brought up on the shores of Lake Geneva and in England. But when she is recruited from her 

desk job by SOE to go undercover in wartime France, it seems her hybrid status will be of service to a greater, more dangerous cause.

A body is recovered from a peat bog on the Isle of Lewis. The male Caucasian corpse is initially believed by its finders to be over 2000 years old, until 

they spot the Elvis tattoo on his right arm. The body, it transpires, is not evidence of an ancient ritual killing, but of a murder committed during the latter 

half of the 20th century.
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Morrall Clare The man who disappeared General 10

Morrall Clare Natural flights of the human mind General 10

Morton Kate The house at Riverton General 10

Morton Kate The secret keeper General 10

Mosse Kate Citadel Thriller 10

Mosse Kate Labyrinth Thriller 10

Mosse Kate The taxidermist's daughter Crime 10

Nadel Barbara Harem Crime 10

Nemirovsky Irene Suite Francaise War 10

Sussex, 1912. In a churchyard, villagers gather on the night when the ghosts of those who will die in the coming year are thought to be seen. Here, 

where the estuary leads out to the sea, superstitions still hold sway. Standing alone is the taxidermist's daughter. At seventeen, Constantia Gifford lives 

with her father in a decaying house: it is all that is left of Gifford's once world-famous museum of taxidermy. The stuffed animals that used to grace 

every parlour are out of fashion, leaving Gifford a disgraced and bitter man. The bell begins to toll and all eyes are fixed on the church. No one sees the 

gloved hand pick up a flint. As the last notes fade into the dark, a woman lies dead.

'Labyrinth' spans eight centuries to unite the destinies of two women - a modern-day archaeologist who uncovers a tomb in southern France with 

strange inscriptions on the walls and a pervading atmosphere of evil, and a 13th-century herbalist and healer entrusted with a book that contains great 

secrets.

Inspector Ikmen is troubled by the discovery of a body in one of the ancient cisterns beneath Istanbul. The dead girl was a friend of his daughter's and 

her body is found dressed in the elaborate costume of an Ottoman princess, but Ikmen must focus on a higher-profile investigation.

Spoilt, resourceful and proud, Sofia is loved by all around her. All, that is, except her Irish mother Anna. When Sofia embarks on a passionate love 

affair, Anna is horrified and sends Sofia away to Europe, exiling her from her family and her lover. 

In a disused lighthouse on the Devon coast lives Peter Straker, a recluse who, in his dreams, is visited by an oddly disparate group of people from a 

grandmother to a teenager. But they have all been dead for 24 years - and Straker thinks he killed them.

Summer 1924. On the eve of a party, by the lake of a grand English country house, a young poet takes his life. The witnesses, sisters Hannah and 

Emmeline, will never speak to each other again. Winter 1999, Grace Bradley, 98, one time maid of Riverton Manor, is visited by a director making a film 

about the poet's suicide. 

What would you do if, out of the blue, your reliable husband disappears? Then you are told he has been involved in money-laundering. Surely the man 

you know intimately couldn't be a criminal - could he?

1959: On a summer's day, while her family picnics by the stream on, 16-year-old Laurel hides out in her tree house dreaming of a boy called Billy, a 

move to London, and the bright future she can't wait to seize. But before the idyllic afternoon is over, Laurel will have witnessed a shocking crime that 

changes everything.

Set during World War II in the far south of France, this is a powerful, action-packed mystery that reveals the secrets of the resistance under Nazi 

occupation. While war blazed in the trenches at the front, back at home a different battle is waged, full of clandestine bravery, treachery and secrets.
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Nesbo Jo Phantom Crime 10

Niffenegger Audrey The time traveler’s wife General 10

Nicholls David Us Contemporary 10

Oates Joyce Carol Middle age General 10

O’Brian Patrick Treason’s harbour War 10

O’Farrell John The best a man can get Humour 10

O’Farrell Maggie Instructions for a heatwave General 10

Parris S J Treachery Thriller 10

Parsons Tony Man and wife General 10

London, July 1976. It hasn't rained for months, and Robert Riordan tells his wife Gretta that he's going round the corner to buy a newspaper. He doesn't 

come back. The search for Robert brings Gretta's children - two estranged sisters and a brother on the brink of divorce - back home, each with different 

ideas as to where their father might have gone. None of them suspects that their mother might have an explanation that even now she cannot share.

Set in wealthy town in upstate New York, the novel opens with the drowning of a Adam Berendt, local sculptor, trying to save a child. The rest of the 

novel tells the story of the women of the town, the effect the arrival of the artist had on them, and the greater effect brought about by his death.

The atmosphere of a Malta crowded with senior officers waiting for news of what the French are up to, and wondering if the war will end before their 

turn comes for fame, is vividly conveyed in this novel of intelligence and counter-intelligence.

A copywriter in an advertising agency secretly lives a precarious double life in an attempt to escape the strain of parenthood. He thinks he can have it 

all, until his deception is inevitably exposed.

This is the story of Henry and Clare, who have known each other since Clare was six and Henry was 36, and were married when Clare was 20 and 

Henry was 28. This is possible only because Henry is one of the first people diagnosed with chrono-displacement-disorder. 

The murder has been solved, but has justice been done? Harry Hole is back in Oslo. He's been away for some time, but his ghosts have a way of 

catching up with him. The case that brings him back is already closed. There is no room for doubt: the young junkie was shot dead by a fellow addict. 

The police don't want him back.

David Nicholls brings to bear all the wit and intelligence that graced 'One Day' in this bittersweet book, which will delight his fans and bring him many 

new readers. It is a novel about love and family, husbands and wives, and parents and children.

A lost masterpiece written in World War II France, telling the spell-binding story of a group of characters living under Nazi occupation.

Summer, 1585. As English ships are held captive in Spain, fear mounts of an Invincible Armada, built by King Philip II, and intended to invade English 

shores. Sir Francis Drake prepares to embark on an expedition by royal commission to cross the Atlantic and seize major Spanish ports, diverting 

Philip's American treasure supplies to Queen Elizabeth. Giordano Bruno, radical philosopher and spy, accompanies his friend Sir Philip Sidney to 

Plymouth to oversee Drake's departure. Unbeknownst to Bruno, Sidney intends to join the mission - and he wants Bruno to go too. But when a ship 

captain is brutally murdered, and Drake's life threatened, it becomes clear that someone plans to destroy the expedition before it begins.
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Patterson James Gone Thriller 10

Patterson James The 6th target Thriller 10

Peace David Occupied city Thriller 10

Pearl Matthew The Dante club Crime 10

Pears Iain Stone's fall Historical 10

Pelecanos George The way home Thriller 10

Picoult Jodi Perfect match General 10

Picoult Jodi Plain truth General 10

Potts D. M. and W. T. W. Queen Victoria’s gene: haemophilia and the royal 

family

NF/History 10

Pouncey Peter Rules for old men waiting General 10

An Amish farmer finds the body of a baby hidden in his barn. When the police are summoned, they discover that the mother is an unmarried 18-year-

old, and believe that the baby did not die of natural causes. Can Ellie Hathaway defend the girl?

Queen Victoria’s son died from haemophilia, but no member of the royal family before his generation had suffered from the condition.  Medically, there 

are only two possibilities; either one of Victoria’s parents had a 1 in 50,000 random mutation, or Victoria was the illegitimate child of a haemophiliac 

man.  If Queen Victoria was illegitimate, who should have inherited the British throne?  The answer is astonishing.

Harry Silver is a man coming to terms with a divorce and a new marriage. He has to juggle with time and relationships, with his wife and his ex-wife, his 

son and his stepdaughter, his own work and his wife's fast-growing career.

When a horrifying attack leaves one of the four members of the Women's Murder Club struggling for her life, the others fight to keep a madman behind 

bars before anyone else is hurt. And Lindsay Boxer and her new partner in the San Francisco police department run flat-out to stop a series of 

kidnappings that has electrified the city.

Boston, 1865. A small group of elite scholars prepares to introduce Dante's vision of Hell to America. But so does a murderer.

Jodi Picoult examines the unbreakable bond between mother and child, about a woman who takes justice into her own hands only to discover how very 

dangerous playing God can be and about the destructive, redemptive, terrifying power of love.

Deep beneath the floorboards of a house he's renovating, Chris Flynn discovers a hidden bag full of cash. Chris has learned life's lessons the hard way 

so, resisting the temptation of easy money, he puts the fortune back. But Chris has a troubled past and this find could bring his new life tumbling down.

Iain Pears tells the story of John Stone, financier and armaments manufacturer, a man so wealthy that in the years before World War I he was able to 

manipulate markets, industries and indeed whole countries and continents.

In this novel David Peace explores the rumours of complicity, conspiracy and cover-up that surround the chilling case of the Teikoku Bank Massacre. It 

was a case which would see Hirasawa Sadamichi, a 57-year-old artist, spend 40 years of his life on death row.

Manuel Perrine doesn't fear anyone or anything. A charismatic and ruthless leader, Perrine slaughters rivals as effortlessly as he wears his trademark 

white linen suit. Detective Michael Bennett once managed to put Perrine behind bars, the only official in the US ever to accomplish that. But now 

Perrine is out, and he has sworn to find and kill Bennett and everyone dear to him.
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Pratchett Terry Going postal Fantasy 10

Pratchett Terry Snuff Fantasy 10

Pratchett Terry The truth Fantasy 10

Prior Lily La cucina General 10

Proulx Annie Close range Short stories 10

Pullman Philip The good man Jesus and the scoundrel Christ General 10

Pullman Philip Northern lights Fantasy 10

Pullman Philip The subtle knife Fantasy 10

Quindlen Anna Blessings General 10

Quinn Karen The Ivy chronicles General 10

In this ingenious, spellbinding and fiercely subversive retelling of the life of Jesus, Philip Pullman reimagines the most influential story ever told. He 

offers a radical new take on the myths and the mysteries of the Gospel truth and the resulting church that has so shaped the course of the last two 

millennia.

One night a young couple sneak onto the estate of wealthy Lydia Blessing and leave a box in the driveway. In the box is a baby and Skip Cuddy, the 

caretaker who discovers her, keeps her secretly. When Lydia Blessing herself finds out about the child, she decides to collude with Skip. 

Philip Pullman has created a fantasy world, where demons swoop and scuttle along the streets of London and Oxford, where the mysterious Dust swirls 

invisibly through the air, and where only one child knows secrets the adults would kill for.

This is the story of Rosa Fiore, a solitary middle-aged librarian, who has resigned herself to a loveless life, and expresses her passionate nature 

through her delicious cooking.

These stories are set in the beautiful, wild landscape of Wyoming where cowboys live much as they have done for generations - hard, lonely lives in 

unforgiving country.

Old man MacIver, military historian, recently widowed, has holed up in his holiday home. He makes rules to stop the rot, as he and his house crumble 

away. Gradually a strange and gripping parallel tale is born, of men in the trenches of the Great War, while MacIver recalls, too, his own experiences in 

WWII.

Moist von Lipwig is a con artist and a fraud and a man faced with a life choice: be hanged, or put Ankh-Morpork's ailing postal service back on its feet. 

Is there a shot at redemption waiting in the mad world of the mail for a man who's prepared to push the envelope? 

William de Worde is the accidental editor of the Discworld's first newspaper. Now, he must cope with the traditional perils of a journalist's life - people 

who want him dead, a recovering vampire with a suicidal fascination for flash photography, and more people who want him dead in a different way. 

William just wants to get at the truth.

Sam Vimes of the Ankh-Morpork City Watch is on holiday in the pleasant and innocent countryside, but not for him a mere body in the wardrobe. There 

are many bodies and an ancient crime more terrible than murder. He is out of his jurisdiction, out of his depth, and occasionally snookered and out of 

his mind, but never out of guile.

The second part of the trilogy His Dark Materials. Will is 12 years old, and he's just killed a man. Now he's on his own, on the run, determined to 

discover the truth about his father's disappearance.
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Radcliffe Robert Under an English heaven War 10

Raisin Ross God’s own country Humour 10

Rankin Ian Standing in another man's grave Crime 10

Reichs Kathy Flash and bones Crime 10

Rendell Ruth Tigerlily's orchids Thriller 10

Rendell Ruth The vault Crime 10

Rice Eva The lost art of keeping secrets General 10

Richards Ben The mermaid and the drunks General 10

Robb JD Celebrity in death Crime 10

Roberts Nora Northern lights Crime 10

A chance meeting in a London street, with someone he had known briefly as a very young police constable, brings Wexford out of retirement. Tom Ede 

is now a Detective Superintendent, and is very keen to recruit Wexford as an advisor on a difficult case.

Set in the early 1950s, in the aftermath of the Second World War and before the emergence of rock 'n' roll, 'The lost art of keeping secrets' is the 

engrossing story of Penelope and her eccentric family.

Fresia, the daughter of Chilean exiles, leaves London following the suicide of her father to embark on a journey of self discovery in her mother country. 

The legacy of Pinochet provides the backdrop to this novel which examines nationality, roots, friendship, loyalty and love.

Lieutenant Eve Dallas is no party girl, but she's managing to have a good time at the celebrity-packed bash celebrating 'The Icove Agenda', a film 

based on one of her cases. What comes as a surprise however is seeing the actress who plays Peabody drowned in the pool on the roof of the 

director's luxury building.

Having lost her Wall Street job, her husband & her Park Avenue apartment in one afternoon, Ivy Ames emerges broken but unbowed. The newly-single 

mother-of-two picks herself up, dusts herself down & reinvents herself as a private school admissions advisor whose well-heeled clients will do anything 

to get their children into A-list schools.

In 1943, the sleepy Suffolk town of Bedenham is jerked into the twentieth century and the harsh realities of war by the arrival on its doorstep of an 

American bomber base and its 3000 inhabitants.

From the top of the moors, Sam Marsdyke, the teenage son of a farmer, watches the goofy ramblers and the earnest 'towns', the families from York, 

who are buying up all the empty farmhouses.  As he watches, one young daughter of a new family catches his eye.  As he falls for her, she begins to 

see him as a means of escape.

When Stuart Font decides to throw a house-warming party in his new flat, he invites all the people in his building. The party will be one everyone 

remembers. But not for the right reasons. All the occupants of Lichfield House are about to experience a dramatic change in their lives.

In the run up to the biggest NASCAR race week of the year, Dr Temperance Brennan is called to a landfill site backing onto the Charlotte speedway 

track in North Carolina. Someone has discovered a barrel of hardened asphalt with a human hand poking through the top.

It's 25 years since John Rebus appeared on the scene, and 5 years since he retired. But 2012 sees his return in 'Standing in Another Man's Grave'. Not 

only is Rebus as stubborn and anarchic as ever, but he finds himself in trouble with Rankin's latest creation, Malcolm Fox of Edinburgh's internal affairs 

unit.
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Robertson James The testament of Gideon  Mack Contemporary 10

Robertson Wendy Sandie Shaw and the millionth Marvell cooker General 10

Rowland Ingrid D. The scarith of Scornello NF/History 10

Rowling JK The casual vacancy General 10

Rowson Pauline In cold daylight Crime 10

Rubenfeld Jed The interpretation of murder Crime 10

Ryan Robert Early one morning War 10

Sansom C. J. Dominion Thriller 10

Scheinmann Danny Random acts of heroic love War 10

An Englishman and Frenchman who were great rivals in the 1920s are teamed up in the Special Operations Executive to work behind enemy lines in 

France during World War Two. This tale of heroism and self-sacrifice is based upon a true story.

1992: Leo Deakin wakes up in a hospital somewhere in South America.  His girlfriend Eleni is dead and Leo doesn't know where he is or how Eleni 

died. 1917: Moritz Daniecki is a fugitive from a Siberian POW camp.  Seven thousand kilometres over the Russian Steppes seperate him from his 

village and his sweetheart, whose memory has kept him alive through carnage and captivity.  In this novel, Danny Scheinmann paints a dramatic 

portrait of two men sustaining their lives through the memory of love.

At once a startling, sinister reimagining of 1950s Britain and a gripping, humane spy thriller, with 'Dominion', C.J. Sansom once again asserts himself as 

the master of the historical thriller.

In the summer of 1965, when rock & roll music fills the dance halls & a new era is dawning, the Marvell factory in Grafton is buzzing with life. Could it be 

because singing sensation Sandie Shaw is coming to town? Or maybe it's because, for some of the factory workers, even bigger events are taking 

place off the clock.

Bored teenager Curzio Inghirami staged perhaps the most outlandish prank of the seventeenth century when he hatched a wild scheme that preyed on 

the Italian fixation with ancestry by forging an array of ancient Latin and Etruscan documents. In her investigation of this seventeenth-century caper, 

Rowland captivates readers with her obvious delight in Curzio's far-reaching prank.

Fire fighter Jack Bartholomew dies whilst trying to put out a fire in a derelict building. Was it an accident or arson? Marine artist Adam Greene doesn't 

know, only that he has lost his closest friend.

The interpretation of murder' is an inventive tour de force inspired by Sigmund Freud's 1909 visit to America, accompanied by protégé and rival Carl 

Jung. 

When Barry Fairweather dies unexpectedly in his early 40s, the little town of Pagford is left in shock. The empty seat left by Barry on the parish council 

soon becomes the catalyst for the biggest war the town has ever seen. Who will triumph in an election fraught with passion, duplicity and unexpected 

revelations?

Baltimore cop Nate Burke gets a job as Chief of Police in a tiny, remote Alaskan village, expecting it to be relatively quiet. However, when two climbers 

find a corpse on the mountain, Nate discovers that it isn't quite the sleepy little backwater he imagined.

Mack is a minister who doesn't believe in God, the Devil or an afterlife. Until one day, when he falls into a gorge and is rescued by someone who might 

just be Satan himself. 
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Sebold Alice The lovely bones General 10

See Lisa Snow Flower and the secret fan Historical 10

Shaffer Mary Ann The Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society War 10

Sherwood Ben The death and life of Charlie St. Cloud General 10

Shields Carol The Stone diaries General 10

Shreve Anita All he ever wanted General 10

Shriver Lionel Double fault General 9

Sidebottom Harry Amber Road Historical 10

Sidebottom Harry Iron & rust Historical 10

The Roman Empire is torn in two. The western provinces - Gaul, Spain and Britain - have been seized by the pretender Postumus. To the east, on the 

plains of northern Italy, the armies of the emperor Gallienus muster. War is coming.  Everyone must choose a side. On a mission shrouded in secrecy 

and suspicion, Ballista must journey The Amber Road to the far north to Hyperborea, back to his original home and the people of his birth. A Warrior of 

Rome novel.

It's January 1946, and writer Juliet Ashton sits at her desk, vainly seeking a subject for her next book. Out of the blue, she receives a letter from one 

Dawsey Adams of Guernsey; by chance, he's acquired a secondhand book that once belonged to Juliet. Spurred on by their mutual love of Charles 

Lamb, they begin a correspondence. From this evolves a story about the German occupation of Guernsey during World War II, and the formation of a 

book group that gives the novel its title.

When he was a boy, Charlie St. Cloud almost perished in a car crash that killed his little brother, Sam. Years later, Charlie is still trying to atone for his 

loss. It is only when he meets Tess Carroll, a captivating, adventurous yachtswoman, that he is faced with a choice - between life and death, holding on 

and letting go.

From her calamitous birth in Manitoba in 1905, to her journey with her father to Indiana, throughout her years as a wife, mother and widow, Daisy Stone 

Goodwill has struggled to find her place in her own life.

Spring AD235. A surprise attack and the brutal murder of the Emperor Alexander and his mother ends the Severan dynasty and shatters four decades 

of Roman certainty. Military hero Maximinus Thrax is the first Caesar risen from the barracks. A simple man of steel and violence, he will fight for 

Rome. The Senators praise the new Emperor with elaborate oratory, but will any of them accept a Caesar who was once a shepherd boy? And in the 

streets of the eternal city, others merely pray to escape imperial notice. In the north, as the merciless war against the barbarians consumes men and 

treasure, rebellion and personal tragedy drive Maximinus to desperate extremes, bloody revenge and the borders of sanity.

A huge bestseller in America, this is a novel about life and death, forgiveness and vengeance, memory and forgetting. 14-year-old Susie Salmon, now 

dead, looks down on her family and friends from heaven.

It is a fire in a New Hampshire hotel that brings Nicholas van Tassel and Etna Bliss together - two strangers grateful to have escaped the burning 

building with their lives. Many years later he recounts their courtship and their time together. 

'Snow Flower and the Secret Fan' is a story of two extraordinary women surviving in a time of strict rules and ancient customs. With the eye of a 

historian and the vibrancy of a true storyteller, Lisa See has written a mesmerising novel filled with colour, fascinating detail and heartfelt drama. 

Ever since she picked up a racquet at the age of four, tennis has been Willy Novinsky's one love. But when she falls for fellow pro Eric Oberdorf, their 

relationship is tested to breaking point by their competitive urges.
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Simsion Graeme C. The Rosie project Humour 10

Skloot Rebecca The immortal life of Henrietta Lacks NF/Biography 10

Slaughter Karin Cop town Crime 10

Slaughter Karin Criminal Crime 10

Slouka Mark The visible world War 10

Smiley Jane Good faith General 10

Smith Alexander McCall The Double Comfort Safari Club Crime 10

Smith Alexander McCall Tears of the giraffe Crime 10

Smith Alexander McCall Tea time for the traditionally built Crime 10

Smith Alexander McCall Unusual uses for olive oil Humour 10

This is a story about memory and concealed histories, and about the way that the most fiercely held secrets of the past eventually force their way to the 

surface. 

Joe Stratford, who sells nice houses in a beautiful place, and whose not very amicable divorce is over, is ready for his life to begin again. This novel is 

about money, sex and real estate. 

This novel features Precious Ramotswe, the owner of Botswana's only detective agency. Among her cases are wayward wives, unscrupulous maids 

and the challenge of a mother's pain over her lost son.

It is all very well for Mr Clovis Anderson, renowned author of 'The Principles of Private Detection', to warn against working for those we love. But it is 

clear to Mma Ramotswe that Rra Anderson is not a regular visitor to Botswana, where friends and family, like cattle and acacia trees, are everywhere.

Meet Don Tillman. Don is getting married. He just doesn't know who to yet. But he has designed a very detailed questionnaire to help him find the 

perfect woman. One thing he already knows, though, is that it's not Rosie. Absolutely, completely, definitely not.

Her name was Henrietta Lacks, but scientists know her as HeLa.  She was a poor Southern tobacco farmer whose cancer cells became one of the 

most important tools in medicine.  Rebecca Skloot takes the reader on an extraordinary journey in search of Henrietta's story.

Atlanta, 1974. As a brutal killing and a furious manhunt rock the city's police department, Kate Murphy wonders if her first day on the job will also be her 

last. She's determined to defy her privileged background by making her own way - wearing a badge and carrying a gun. But for a beautiful young 

woman, life will be anything but easy in the macho world of Atlanta PD.

1975. In the blistering heat of an Atlanta summer, a killer prowls the street, searching for the weak, the vulnerable and the lost. Almost 40 years later, a 

young woman is found brutally murdered in a sordid high-rise apartment. The specifics of her death are detailed and macabre and startlingly familiar.

Mma Ramotswe is widely known for many things. Everybody knows about her kindness & her taste for redbush tea & cake. Everybody is familiar, too, 

with her tiny white van, which is beginning to feel its age. Are its difficulties to be terminal, or will Charlie, the feckless garage apprentice, be able to 

save the day?
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Smith Ali The accidental General 10

Smith Andrew Moondust NF/Popular science 10

Smith Wilbur Assegai Historical 10

Smith Zadie The autograph man General 10

Smith Zadie NW Contemporary 10

Steel Danielle Sins of the mother General 10

Stone Nick Mr Clarinet Thriller 10

Swift Graham Waterland General 10

Syson Lydia A world between us War 10

As Spain fights for its freedom against tyranny, Felix, a young nurse, battles a conflict of the heart. As war rages around her, Felix must make choices 

that will change her life forever.

‘Waterland’ has established itself one of the classics of the twentieth century.  This visionary tale of England's Fen country is a sinuous meditation on 

the workings of history, and a family story startling in its detail and universal in its reach. 

Alex-Li Tandem sells autographs. A small blip in a huge worldwide network of desire. It is his business to hunt for names on paper, collect them, sell 

them, occasionally fake them, and all to give people what they want - a little piece of fame.

Young Charlie disappeared on the island of Haiti, where over the decades scores of children have vanished. In a country dominated by voodoo, 

rumours abound of black magic and a mythical figure called 'Mr Clarinet', who tempts children away from their families. But is the truth even more 

shocking than the legend?

The Smart family's lacklustre holiday in Norwich is turned upside down when a beguiling stranger called Amber appears, bringing with her love, joy, 

pain and upheaval. ‘The Accidental’ is at once a mysterious web of secret identities and a ruthlessly honest look at the silent cracks that can develop 

unnoticed in relationships over time.

Nine astronauts who walked on the Moon are still alive, but their clouds of glory have gone dark. Andrew Smith tracks them down in ‘Moondust’.

Hobbes, Smith, Bentham, Locke and Russell. Five identical blocks make up the Caldwell housing estate in North West London. Caldwell kids Leah, 

Natalie, Felix and Nathan have all moved on. They occupy separate worlds in an atomized city. Then one afternoon a stranger comes to Leah's door, 

forcing her out of her isolation.

1913. Leon Courtney is in British East Africa guiding rich and powerful men from America and Europe on safaris in the Masai tribal territories. One of 

his clients has a company which builds aircraft and vehicles for the Kaiser's army. He hadn't bargained on falling in love with Eva, the Count's mistress.

Professor Dr Von Igelfeld is still pursuing his research into Portuguese verbs at the Institute of Romance Philology in Regensburg. His colleagues, 

Florianus Prinzel & Detlev-Amadeus Unterholzer, are also still in office. But in whose office? This is one of the fears haunting von Igelfeld, who is very 

protective of his space.

After building an empire that has made her a legend in business, Olivia spends months each year planning a lavish holiday for everyone in her family to 

enjoy. This summer she has arranged a dream trip on a luxurious yacht in the Mediterranean, which she hopes will be the most memorable of all.
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Tartt Donna The goldfinch General 10

Taylor Andrew The anatomy of ghosts Horror 10

Tearne Roma Brixton beach Contemporary 10

Tessaro Kathleen Innocence Contemporary 10

Thomson Rupert Death of a murderer Crime 10

Toibin Colm The master General 6

Torday Paul Salmon fishing in the Yemen General 10

Tournier Michel The Erl-king War 10

Tremain Rose Trespass General 10

Trollope Joanna The soldier's wife General 10

An extraordinary, beguiling tale of fly-fishing and political spinning, of unexpected heroism and late-blooming love, and of an attempt to prove the 

impossible, possible. 

'The Master' is a portrait of a man (Henry James) who was elusive to both friends and family even as he remained astonishingly vibrant and alive in his 

art - a searching exploration of the mind before affairs of the heart.

Towards the end of November 2002, Billy Tyler, an ordinary police constable, spends a long and thoughtful night in the mortuary of a hospital in Suffolk 

guarding the body of one of Britain's most notorious child-killers. 

Opening dramatically with the horrors of the 2005 London bombings, this is the profoundly moving story of a country on the brink of civil war and a 

child's struggle to come to terms with loss.

From the author of 'Elegance' comes the story of Evie heading for London to study acting. She's determined to make her mark both on stage and off. 

But Jake Albery, a struggling rock musician, changes everything. Fourteen years later and Evie is stuck. Then a friendship from the past comes back to 

haunt her. 

London, 1786: Bookseller John Holdsworth has nothing to lose. His wife and infant son are dead. His business is in ruins. Known to many for his 

aggressively sceptical views about ghosts, the grieving man is approached by a wealthy widow and offered a handsome reward to travel to Cambridge 

and cure her son of a terrible delusion.

Aged 13, Theo Decker, son of a devoted mother and a reckless, largely absent father, survives an accident that otherwise tears his life apart. Alone 

and rudderless in New York, he is taken in by the family of a wealthy friend. He is tormented by an unbearable longing for his mother, and down the 

years clings to one thing that reminds him of her: a small, strangely captivating painting that ultimately draws him into the criminal underworld. As he 

grows up, Theo learns to glide between the drawing rooms of the rich and the dusty antiques store where he works. He is alienated and in love and his 

talisman, the painting, places him at the centre of a narrowing, ever more dangerous circle.

Set among the hills and gorges of the Cevennes, the dark and beautiful heartland of southern France, 'Trespass' is a novel about disputed territory, 

sibling love and devastating revenge.

This novel follows the passage of strange, gentle Abel Tiffauges from submissive schoolboy to adult misfit - a man without a sense of belonging until he 

finds himself a prisoner of war, and then a teacher, and then the 'ogre' of a Nazi school at the castle of Kaltenborn.
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Updike John Seek my face General 10

Vickers Salley Instances of the number 3 General 10

Vickers Salley Mr Golightly's holiday General 10

Vreeland Susan Girl in hyacinth blue Short stories 10

Waters Sarah Fingersmith Historical 10

Waters Sarah The little stranger Ghost 10

Waters Sarah The paying guests Crime 10

Waugh Evelyn Scoop Classic 10

Wilson Robert The silent and the damned Thriller 10

Mario Vega is seven years old and his life is about to change forever. Across the street, his father lies dead on the kitchen floor and his mother has 

been suffocated under her own pillow. It appears to be a suicide pact, but Inspector Jefe Javier Falcon has his doubts when he finds a note crushed in 

the dead man's hand.

After six months away in Afghanistan, the soldiers come home to their girlfriends, wives, parents, and children. After six months of hell, being home will 

surely be heaven. Except that it isn't. When Dan returns home to Alexa and their children, it's still the army that comes first.

Lord Copper, newspaper magnate and proprietor of The Daily Beast, has always prided himself on his flair for spotting ace reporters. Acting on a dinner 

party tip he feels convinced he has found a chap to cover a little war in Ishmaelia.

In a dusty post-war summer in rural Warwickshire, a doctor is called to a patient at Hundreds Hall. Home to the Ayres family for over two centuries, the 

Georgian house, once grand and handsome, is now in decline. But are the Ayres haunted by something more sinister than a dying way of life?

Set in 1860s London, this is the story of Susan, a pickpocket who is persuaded to pose as a lady's maid and infiltrate the house of a young heiress. 

This novel explores the nature of identity and what people do with disguise.

This series of tales revolves around an imaginary painting by Vermeer. Each tale reflects the impact the painting has on the the people around it whose 

lives it either illuminates or darkens. 

Golightly Enterprises is now somewhat in decline and Mr Golightly needs to rethink the whole operation. He decides to take a holiday in the village of 

Great Calne giving him time to reconsider the dwindling appeal of the international bestseller, which made his company what it once was.

When Peter Hansome dies in a car crash, he leaves behind a wife and a mistress. As the women confront loss, sexuality and illusion, death becomes 

not an end but a beginning. 

There came the splash of water and the rub of heels as Mrs Barber stepped into the tub. After that there was a silence, broken only by the occasional 

echoey plink of drips from the tap. Frances had been picturing her lodgers in purely mercenary terms - as something like two great waddling shillings. 

But this, she thought, was what it really meant to have paying guests: this odd, unintimate proximity, this rather peeled-back moment, where the only 

thing between herself and a naked Mrs Barber was a few feet of kitchen and a thin scullery door. An image sprang into her head: that round flesh, 

crimsoning in the heat.

In an evolving relationship between two women, interviewer and interviewee, two women move in and out of the roles of daughter and mother, therapist 

and patient, predator and prey.
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Winslow Don Savages Thriller 10

Winton Tim Dirt music General 10

Wolstencroft David Good news bad news Thriller 10

Wray Sarah The forbidden room Thriller 10

Wynd Oswald The ginger tree General 10

Zafon Carlos Ruiz The prisoner of heaven General 10

Zola Emile The earth Classic 10

In a community where land is everything, sibling rivalry quickly turns to brutal hatred.  Part of the vast Rougon-Macquart cycle, "The Earth" was 

regarded by Zola as his greatest novel. A fascinating portrayal of a struggling but decadent community, it offers a compelling exploration of the 

destructive nature of human ignorance and greed.

Georgie Jutland is a mess. At forty, with her career in ruins, she finds herself stranded in White Point with a fisherman she doesn't love and two kids 

whose dead mother she can never replace. One morning, in the boozy pre-dawn gloom, she looks up from the computer screen to see a shadow 

lurking on the beach below, and a dangerous new element enters her life. 

Who could have guessed that a bureaucratic error would send two secret agents to the same 'cover' job, working in a shabby photo-processing booth, 

where each must keep his identity secret from the other while awaiting orders. When curiosity gets the better of both of them, it's time to come clean.

Taken to live at Oak Hall Children's Centre, Jenny begins a very different life, confined to a wheelchair and dreaming of an earlier time filled with love, 

family and friends. Then Helen and John Holland offer her a foster home with their son. But when she discovers an old diary beneath a floorboard, she 

unravels a horrifying secret.

Ben and Chon run a Laguna Beach based marijuana operation, reaping significant profits from their loyal clientele. In the past when their turf was 

challenged, Chon took care of eliminating the threat. But now they may have come up against something that they can't handle - the Mexican Baja 

Cartel wants in.

The story of an adventurous love affair that took place at the beginning of the 20th century, between an innocent Scottish girl, far away from home, and 

a Japanese count. 

The third in the cycle of novels that began with 'The Shadow of the Wind' and 'The Angel's Game', 'The Prisoner of Heaven' returns to the world of the 

Cemetery of Forgotten Books and the Sempere & Sons bookshop.
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